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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, F Ell UU A It V 7, 1903

CABLEGRAMS
FROM ABROAD
Sultan of Turkey Mobilizing
Troops in Macedonia.
VENEZUELAN

PREPARING

PROTOCOL

ber tract contracting for the ties to
be used for laying the company's logging road at the timber tract and the
Santa Fe spurs here.
Engineer Beckett, of the Santa Fe
lines, arrived In the city this morning
House
Senate and
to make the locating survey for the Short
main lie spur to the American Lumber company's plants and the several
Proceeding.
spurs to be run from the various mills
and buildings wn the main line spur.
Mr, Beckett will remain here until all
the surveys are completed and the AGREEMENT ON COMMERCE EILL
.
construction work commenced.

statehood for New Mexico and
O. N. Marron. "I
said
was In favor of the passage of the omnibus statehood, bill, but In view of the
fact that those In charge have Informed us that It Is Impossible to gain the
admittance of New Mexico and Arizona as separate states, I therefore
favor the joint admittance of the two
territories for several reasons. First,
we will have a state with an area and
natural resources second to none in
the union; second, the power would be
so evenly divided between the two
great parties that an honest and const ientlous government would be the
Bill Has Fassec? the result."
The Anti-Lu- st
M. V. Flournoy, vice president of
the First National bank: "I am In
National House.
favor of the compromise for the joint
admission of Arizona and. New Mexico."
AN
IN
GREAT
EMBEZZLER
TROUBLE
"I am of the opinion that a joint
statehood would be befter than none."
paid George P. J.earnard. of the Hall
& Lcarnard music dealers, "but I beWashington, Feb. 7. At the
lieve the omnibus bill would be more
opening of the senate today, Mr.
Galllnper presented a partial re- - N preferable."
"Joint ttatehood would mak( us a
port of the conferees on the bill
far more prominent and stronger
V Increasing pensions to
state." said O. L. Brooks, proprietor of
who have lor.t limbs. He stated
the Snn Josa Market. "It would be
that the house had changed the
exceptionally advantageous for the
rates materially, Increasing some
business Interests of the two territoof the pensions allowed under the
ries, and would have a greater' influact of 18K0. The report was adopt- ence with the enstern people who wish
ed and further' conference or- to settle In the southwest. After bev dered.
coming one state the resources would
McKean resumed his speech in
render the state so great, that the peoopposition to the statehood bill in
ple wonld never want to be divided."
'
S the senate this afternoon.
Mayor Myers said: "I wonld prefer
to have two states with four senators,
The National House.
but .f we cannot have this, it is a great
' Washington, Feb.
the ab- ".In
deal better to have two senators than
sence of Speaker Henderson, who
none at all. Then with the one large
13 ill, Mr. Laeey, of Iowa, today
we would be greater from every
state
N presided.
standpoint, both commercially and
S Routine business preceded the
resumption of consideration of
bill.
the anti-trus- t
AGREEMENT REACHED.
N
The senate amendments to the
army appropriation bill were con- Senate and House Conferees on Comcurred in and the bill was sent to
merce Bill Agree.
Mr. Hull, of Iowa;
conference.
Washington, Feb. 7. The conferees
Mr. Capron, of Rhode Island, and
on the department of commerce bill
Mr. Hay, of Virginia, were ap- have reached an agreement. The conpointed conferees.
tentions of the senate on the most ImGeneral debate on the anti-trus- t
portant matters have been acceded to
bill having closed yesterday, the
by the house conferees which leave the
bill wasread for amendment un- Interstate commerce commission a
der the
rule. Mr. Lit- All reference
tlefield, in charge of the bill, S separate organization.
to the interstate commerce commisoffered an amendment to section
sion is eliminated and the statistical
1, which was od'ted, providing
referred are specified as
bureaus
that suits for failure to make re-being confined to the war department,
turns under the bill cow hi be
brought wherever the defaulting M the navy and the department of Justice.
corporation "has a place of bust- ness." The bill was passed 245
UNDER ARREST.
to 0 on roll call.
Arl-tona-

FROMJJAPITAL

H. Jay Stone Resigns.
H. Jay Stone, who has been on the

NUMHKK 374

TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS
Fourteenth Oay's Doings of
Legislative Assembly.

COUNCIL ONLY IN SESSION YESTERDAY

sick list for the past week, has resigned his position at The Citizen office
as booKKeeper and collector, and will
take up life Insurance business, having
accepted a position with the Northwestern Life and Savings Insurance company of Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. Stone
has been unfortunate the past few
months, sickness in his family and his
to keep up his work at this
Paris, Feb. 7. Official advices have King George after the court, which is desire having
FOURTEENTH DAY, FRIDAY,
Recker, and J. E. McKay, of Laa Vepartially impaired his
been received here confirming the re- hearing the divorce testimony, renders office good
gas, have accepted positions with the
FEBRUARY 6.
usual
health. J. E. Haines has
port that the sultan of Turkey has or- judgment.
above named company.
taken the position made vacant by the
dered the Immediate mobilization of
Rav Crow, come time transit man
The Council.
resignation
Mr.
of
Stone,
is
and
fast
240,000 troops for a military demonSAGINAW BAY ICE.
w'th Mr. Stewart's party, left for WiA. Cooper led in prayer.
Rev.
making
W.
himself
acquainted
with
the
stration In Macedonia.
Absent Messrs. Albright and An- chita, Kas., to accept a similar posiInside affairs of the office. He hopes
The Bteps taken are regarded with It is Solid and Fishermen Are Return- to
tion with Mr. Wallace's party, which
drews,
be
at the morning session.
out
collecting
In
a
few
days.
apprehension by the French officials as
was about to leave for southern Oklaing to Their Shanties.
-- he committee
on
reported
finance
being likely to Involve complications
Chicago, Feb. 7. Two nights of cold
5. with the homa, where the Santa Fe company Is
No.
council
Are
resolution
Against
Us.
Joint
between Turkey and Russia and Aus- weather has put the Ice on Saginaw
The legislators of California are
recommendation that It pass. The reso- figuring on running a new line south
tria.
Bay in good condition and many shan- against New Mexico and
provides for the payment of the Into Texas.
lution
Arizona.
It is said that Russian and Austrian ty fishermen who were driven In all di- Note the following
Paul E. Waller and H. L. Rolling,
printing
of 3,000 copies of the annual
from
FranSan
the
governments have agreed on a firm rections by the recent storm,
draughtsmen on the new cut off locareport
reof
cisco
are
reChronicle,
superintendent
public
4,
of
the
of
February
in
note to the sultan which will be pre- turning. If any men died In the storm, gard to the action
up their office
Instruction.
was tion work, have finished
The resolution
taken by them:
sented within the next few days insist- the fact will not be known
work, and have accepted positions In
"Through
passed
unanimously.
Ice
till
the
Chairman
Goodrich,
the
ing on administrative and official re- Is gone.
federal relations committee reported
Tlie committee on judiciary reported the field on location.
forms in Macedonia.
J. H. O'Connell and Mr. Hauser.
back the memorial from the New Mexihouse
Joint resolution No. 2 with the head
It is considered that the sultan's
men with Lantry Sons, left Relen.
Silver Service for Cruiser.
co legislature on the statehood bill,
propass.
It
recommendation
that
It
mobilization of such an army is clearly
New York, Feb. 7. Mayor Gaus and with the recommendation
the first part of the week for Southern
copy
placing
acvides
a
for
compiled
no
of
that
an effort to forestall the presentation a committee of representative citizens tion be taken. McConnell
where their company is enlaws aid the session laws on the desk California,
moved to
In some construction work. Mr.
of this note.
from Albany visited the navy yard to- make the resolution a special order
of each member, The resolution was gaged
McMullen, of Wichita, succeeds Mr.
day and madetthe presentation of a for Thursday, but the motion was lost
adopted unanimously.
as foreman of this party.
magnificent Bolid silver service to the and the report of the committee was
VENEZUELAN PROTOCOL.
The following bills were Introduced: O'Connell
Dr. H. II.
of Albuquercruiser named In honor of their city. adopted. A similar report upon the
Council bill No. 31. by Mr. Duncan, que, took up Kauffman.
his duties as company
The Albany was built in England memorial from Arizona was also
Its Preparation Causing Satisfaction in
an act to empower cities to grade and physician Monday
morning,
left
more than four years ago, but could adopted."
London.
improve streets and to charge the cost Relen for Abo Pass, where he and
expects
London, Feb. 7. The announcement not be got across the Atlantic In time
to abutting property owners. Referred to
be located throughout the entire
f l' ri U'aehlnotnn that tha Vananwta for service in the Spanish war. She
to committee on municipal and private work.
AT THE BROOKS HOME.
,.. ......, went direct from England to the Phil
la in ihr,
corporations.
tion, confirming the hopeful views ot ipine1' and tnus the Presentation of Entertainment in Honor of Miss Carrie
Council lull No. 32, by Mr. Duncan,
SCHOOL OF MINES.
silver service has been delayed
providing for the procedure by which
the situation expressed here, has cre- the
Titus,
of
Kansas
City.
present
until
the
time.
ated great satisfaction.
propcities
shall
private
obtain
title to
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Brooks entertainThe silver service is one of tne most
erty by condemnation. Referred to the Stand&rd of Admission Has Been
During the latter of the week official
gifts ever presented to a ed at their home, 903 West Copper
Raised Students from Abroad.
circles here evinced quiet confidence magnificent
on
municipal
committee
and private
warship of the United States navy. It avenue, last night in honor of Miss
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, president of
corporations.
that In spite of the alarming reports a Is
sixty-fivCarrie
Titus,
of
City,
Kansas
pieces
of
Mo.,
who
and cost $10,000.
settlement was In sight.
Council bill No. 33, by Mr. A. Chaves, the New Mexico School of Mines, was
inscriptions are etched, all the Is here for a few days' visit.
an act to provide for the education of In the clty a few hmi''9 yesterday. Bays
The refusal of President Roosevelt to The'
The evening was spent with
pieces are finished in a soft gray, and
indleent blind nersnna Tlpfnrrprt tn h i the New Mexican. He reports the
arbitrate the question as to whether each piece has a seal of the navy and
euchre
guessing games.
School of Mines in a very flourishing
the powers shall receive preferential the coat of arms of Albany. The new The game was and
committee on public institutions.
progressive and nine
treatment In the settlement of their city hall and the old city hall are etch- sets were played. After the awardCouncil bill No. 34, by Mr. A.Chaves, condition. The attendance this year
claims against Venezuela Is regretted, ed on the meat and game platters. The ing of prizes the quizzes were indulged
changing the name of the New Mexico is 50 per cent above that of any other
asylum for the deaf and dumb and In- year In the history of the Institution.
but was anticipated here.
in.
They
were
jardiniere
new
highly
a
reproduction
has
and
enterof
the
Beyond some comparatively slight new capitol, with one of
creasing the powers of the board of This Increase is largely In the techtaining.
Light
refreshments
were
on
the cruiser
deliberations over the wording of the the opposite side. The latter
trustees and directing the warden of nical departments. It has been Imposduring
New
United
served
Embezzled
Yorker
States
the
evening.
apSup
entire
protocols, no further trouble is expect pears on a vegetable dish with also
penitentiary to furnish convict help sible to care for all the students asking
the
per
was
guests
Funds.
Alserved
the
at
the
card
the
to be enrolled this year because of the
ed. where the raising of the blockade bany postofllce on
to
asylum.
the
STATEHOOD
QUESTION.
tables.
anOn
the
New York, Feb. 7. Byram H. Winlack of adequate equipment. The preswill be regarded with almost as much other vegetable dish areother.
by
bill
Council
No.
35.
Mr.
Hughes,
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
reproductions
ters, for Beven years In charge of cusent outlook for the coming year is foc- relief, as it will be in Venezuela.
authorizing
the
beneV'
consolidation
of the old state house and the old cor- Alfred Grunsfeld, Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
of
toms bureau here, was arrested today olent,
charitable and scientific a8B0.J more than double the attendance this
vette, Albany. The beaver knawlng at Medler, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Lester,
embezzling money beon a charge
Preparing Protocols.
prostrate trees Is cast and applied In Mr. and Mrs. Noa Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Briefly Discussed in Interviews With longing to theof United States. The al- ciations. Referred to the committee year. Every member ot the faculty
Washington,
7. Manv
has had more than, lie could do. ' TJaer
Feb.
ex relief on the covers of the entree Ross Merritt, Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
leged theft is over $8,000. Collector on private and municipal corporations. standard of admission
changes are going on between Wash- dishes. On
has been placed
bill
30,
No.
by
Council
by
all
Fall,
Mr.
is etched the Flournoy, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kent.
covers
a Few Citizens.
Stranahan was the complainant. Win- request, providing means
ington and European capitals as the fish net. symbolizing Fuycktown, or Dr .and Mrs. G. W. Harrison, Mrs. A.
Gtisr piinlr
for the Unit- on the same basis
by
Com$lo,noo
held
ball
was
in
ters
result of the efforts of the allies' reD the old time Albany,
ed States latd commission tP continue schools q( Vne world and is now higher
A. Keen, Dr. and Mrs. J. 11. Wroth,
examinatrial,
Shields
missioner
ior
resentatives here to prepare protocols
and Mrs. Mable Hlmoe, Misses Nelson.
its work in selecting 'aucls tor the Ter- than any other educational institution
tion lielng waived.
providing for a settlement of the Vene
EVERYBODY IN FAVOR.
Fitch, Stevens, Lewinson, Lee, Saint,
HERE
FROM
ritory
CERRILLOS.
and to reimburse the advances iu the southwest. These changes mark
Stranahan
Collector
made this stat
zuelan cualms.
Titus, Walton, Halloran, Messrs.
made
for
that purpose. Referred to a new epoch in the history of New
up
"llyram
H.
ment:
The task of drawing
Winters, a clerk In
the docu
Frost, Pickard, Alger, Harmon,
Another notethe
on lands of public insti- Mexican education.
committee
ment Is very complicated, owing to the The Neis Family Visitors A Ballot Bell, Hertzog,
the customs bouse, who for seven
worthy feature is that the School of
Lewinson,
Elder,
The
Staab
Box
from
icports
Stuffing
Washington
reIncident.
tutions.
years
necessity for providing against all con
charge
lu
had
been
of
cus
the
garding the stand that Senator Quav,
Judge Tony Neis, the popular al- and Kuhns.
Council bill No. 37. by Mr, Fall, by Mines is no longer a local institution,
tingencles and framing a set of agree
bureau at the postofllce, has been
leader of the statehood forces in tlie tonis
request, an act to establish a geologic but draws its students from all points" '
ments for the settlement of the claims calde of the town of Cerrillos. with
found
In
his
accounts.
He
was
short
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. senate, has taken, concerning the
s
and economic survey of New Mexico of the territory and from other states.
that will resist the attacks of a state his wife and two sons, are in the ter- Entertained by Hahn.
appointed
bill has opened a field for con. age upon March 28, 1889. The short and making provision
ritorial metropolis today, doing spring
of international lawyers.
present
ior the prepara- For this first time in its history, studfigures
the
would
Miss
Carolyn Hogh was the guest of tiderable discussion in this city. Senshopping.
tion and publication of reports and the ents from abroad are looking to New
lie
seem
to
$8,000."
about
honor
at a most delightful party given ator Quay has given up the struggle
Tony Neis, Jr., who Is now about 21
omnibus statehood bill. Referred to Mexico for higher practical education:
REFUSED TO RATIFY.
years old, has the distinction of being by Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn last nleht for the passage of the omnibus statethe committee on mines and public Negotiations have recently been about
Voluntary
Increase.
at
their handsome home on West Rail- hood bill and is now advocating the
youngest voter on record. It wau
closed whereby the School of Mines aclanus.
Knoxville,
Montreal Strikers Are a Stubborn Class the
7.
Tenn.,
Feb.
The
Vlr
avenue.
road
The ever Interesting passage of a compromise measure adquires the big Rio Grande smelter
during the ballot box stuffing days of
Communications
were
ginia
of Men.
received
Coal
&
company
from
Iron.
Coke
has
high
giime
of
five was in orderfind the mitting New Mexico and Arizona as
John J. Phelan, and young Neis was
for Its practical work and trainvoluntarily Increased wages 10 per the states of Nebraska and Tennessee, works
players sat at four tables. W. W. one state. This policy is endorsed
Montreal, Feb. 7. The employes of taken by his father
ing in handling and manipulating ores
by cent.
into
stating
room
the
that
those
states
2,&U0
had
men
approved
Aiiout
w
are
Strong
benefited.
as
the fortunate player to car- some and condemned by others. Con
tlie Montreal street railway, at a meet- where Phelan and others ,were laborof a call for a convention to frame an of all kinds and by add methods. This
ing today, refused to ratify the terms iously counting
ry
the first prize. Refreshments sidering the fact that the report would
the ballots of the well wereoff served
amendment to the United States con- puts the New Mexico School of Mlnea
agreed upon by their committeee and filled box.
PAPERS
guests
STOLEN.
the
at the card bring out many and various opinions,
stitution providing that United States In the front rank of the schools of the
President Forget, of the railroad comtables.
world. No other effort can so advance
Let
ine citizen representative Interview Missing
baby vote," said the fathsenators
guests
pany, for the settlement of the strike, er, and the
were:
The
State Papers Cause Delay in Referred be elected by popular vote. tho mining industry of New Mexico.
Alderman and ed a number of prominent gentlemen
Phelan
to
the
on
committee
nrlvlwhich begun Thursday night. Forget your ballot.'' said "All right, prepare Mrs. Ed Harsch, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. in the city this morning. The answers
Extradition Trial of Insur.
wnicn snouiu soon rank first in thia
leges ana elections.
offered 10 per cent advance and recogance Swindlers.
A ballot was picked up from the Strong. Mr. and Mrs. S. Vann, Dr. and to the question, "What is your opinion
A telegram was received from Little country.
Mrs.
R.
H.
Rriggs,
nition of the union. The men now de- table, and Baby Neis, now a
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. ot the Joint admission of New Mexico
During the extradition trial of the Rock, Ark., stating
handsome Maopherson. Mr. and Mrs.
that the senate of
mand complete capitulation on the young gentleman, handed over
Frank
and Arizona?" were various and have alleged Insurance swindlers and mur- the Arkansas
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
his ballegislature has concurred
part of the railroad company.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Norman Kemmer, an inipoitant bearing upon the new derers, Richardson, Mason and Harle, in a
lot to Judge Phelan. It was.put In the
memorial
to
tho
conmembers
of
Rogh
C.
H.
daughter.
and
Miss Caro- issue.
box, and counted along with th other
Wednesday, It was discovered that the gress from Arkansas, urgine
Rev. George Leo Patterson, of Galthem to
lyn, and Mr. George Kaseman.
"I have always favored single state-hoobulky documents and state papers do all In their
1.S00 or 2,000 fraudulent votes.
MONT PELEE.
lup, after a couple of days here, repower
passage
tor
the
Bogh
Mr.
of
daughter,
and
who have
for New Mexico and Arizona." from Mexico, which it had required the omnibus
Mr. Neis and family will remain in
statehood bill. Referred turned to the Carbon city last night.
Not Satisfied with Previous Destruc- the city for several days, and as the been residents of Albuquerque for a said Attorney E. W. Dobson, "but if months to complete, were mysteriously to the committee
"Red," the chunky bay delivery
on statehood.
years,
number
expect
of
to leave In a we are unable to get statehood separ- missing, says a dispatch from El Paso
tion, It Continues Active.
husband and father says: "It does one
l ne council adjourned until 2 o'clock horse owned by the Hlanchard Meat &
London, Feb. 7. The governor of the good once In a while to visit a live few days for California, and, after a ately, I would prefer the Joint admis- to the Denver News.
Monday afternoon.
Supply company, got tired of life last
few weeks' visit there will go to their sion until such a time when the popuTheir loss was not discovered until
Island of Martinique, in a dispatch to city like Albuquerque."
night and choked himself to death.
old home In Pennsylvania, where they lation of Arizona will permit her to court opened for the afternoon
the colonial office, announces that
session
How it occurred is not known. The
REAR ADMIRAL WILDES.
will make their future home. The become a state. A clause to that ef- ( nd It was quite apparent
Tinshop Robbed.
paMont Pelee volcano continues active;
that
the
stable man for the Hlanchard meat
The tinshop of St. Georee Robinson party lant night was in the nature of a fect would necessarily have to be In- pers had been stolen since noon. The
that its summit Is constantly changing
st rled in the bill. Tills Is, I think, the last persons in the room were the mar- Died Suddenly on Steamer China Yes market went to tho stable this morning
in shape and that masses of incandes-on- t Sliver City, was entered some time farewell affair to them.
and found the horse lying dead in his
only solution to the question."
terday Morning.
Tuesday night or early Wednesday
shal and his prisoners and suspicion
matter are thrown out.
It is tnought that he got hia
Catholic Mission.
Secretary P. F. Met'anna, of the Ter- naturally fastened upon the prisoners.
morning, and about $G5 in cash taken
San Francisco, Feb. 7. Rear Ad stall.
Rarry, S. J., will soon be here ritorial Fair Association: "I favor the A thorough search failed to bring the miral Frank Wildes, of the United leg over his tie rope, drawing it tight
Father
frouj'tbe
safe,
which
unbeen
had
left
AGAINST CHINESE.
IaaLaJ .k.
i"tj rvening previous. As yet to give a mission at the church of the omnibus statehood bill, but prefer the missing papers to light and the court 'States navy, died suddenly on board around his nock and choked.
'""
ate
Adolph Doerr. of Homestead, Pa.,
'P "'n. The mission compromise rather than have no form proceedings were stagnated.
there
no
me steamer China yesterday morning.
is
s
Had the
for Hundreds of petrators ofdefinite clue as to the per-- ! '"V
wi11 l(inon Atih Wlnesdi ay, the 25th of statehood."
Late this afternoon the county Jail- He was on his way homo from China purchased today, through Otto Dieck-manthe crime although offi - lnfct
Years, but Now Objects to Them.
wUI
S,,n
'IosP on
day, March
"I don't believe Joint statehood with ors found the papers in tho sewer, on sick leave when death
' and
Filter-- !
overtook agent, the 9 well ID,known real estate.
Manila. Feb. 7. The Filipino labor cers are working on the case
8.
Father Barry is a well known con- - Arizona would be tin- best thing for v.'iiere they had been placed after they him.
lots and
block "G." Atlantic:
union has issued a protest against prise.
"
troverslonalist uud a feature of his the people of New Mexico, said Attor- had been torn Into shreds. A translat& Pacific addition.
Mr. Doerr already
t nincse immigration,
threatens vio
ney
work here will be the question box, and
Frank W. Clancy. "If we cannot ed copy of the documents is in the
owns the adjoining two lots, and it in
BELEN BREVITIES.
LUMBER COMPANY.
lence to prevent Its introduction herp,
a special attention to non Catholics. secure the passage of the omnibus hands of tlie court an. I will be used
his intention to erect on the lots three
and asks the people to cooperate in
All questions having a lieariug on re statehood bill durini? tills session of bcreafti r.
Batch of Interesting Notes from a modern brick cottages. Mr. Doerr U
the efforts to prevent such immigra- A. Few Late Facts About the Big ligious subjects will be clearly and congress, it Is my
delighted with Albuquerque and It la
candid opinion that
Another sensational feature of toGood Little Town.
Enternrise.
tion.
the contest will put us in better shape day's trial was sprung when the court Special Correspondence.
'briefly answered by the reverend
his intention to make this town hia
Attorney D.
c Merriam, of the
A hearty welcome will be ex- for a further fight for single statehood announced that the state department
homo In the near future. He is a larga
Atnericau Lumber company, canio
Helen,
M.,
N.
4.
Feb.
Workmen
who
GUILTY PRINCESS.
1
for New Mexico.
would rather have had wired the marshal instructing him have been very
tended to all
real estate owner at Homestead, Pa.,
down from Santa Fe on the late
busy
during
past
the
train
no man nood at an. man be tied up lo guard the prisoners most closely. week
and an old friend of Dr. Cams.
night, and left this noon on the
Rich Turquoise Mine.
Her Infatuation (or a Professor Causes last
with Arizona. I don t believe the peo- The message stated that tho depart- gradinglaying the track upon- the new
llyer for California. Mr. Merriam held
Dr.'N. Jac kson and II. G. Minus, two
finished
to
the
river
today,
N.
Lloyd,
mining
engineer
a
J.
from
ple,
Much Trouble.
with whom th- name 'New Mex- ment had been notified that the pris- and the first
a conference with the citizens' execu-tlvtrain to the river was wealthy young gentlemen from old VirIiutte, b.ont.. leit L'l Paso for Pearce, ico' has become identified, will consent oners were allowed to go acress town run
Dresden, Fell. 7. Tlie separation of
ginia,
over it this afternoon.
committee this morning and
left last night for California, ami
Ariz. He has been engaged by George to live under the name 'Arizona.' "
former Crown Princess Louise and
r
unshackled and tiiat they were given
Now thut tho track has been com- en route will stop over at Williams.
that ho was well satisfied S. Goode ii Co. to manage their turGiron does not change the pres- with thethem
Wlllard S. Strlckl. r. vice president eery opportunity to escape. The court pleted thus
manner
far work upon tho bridge 'Mi which place they will visit the
in which every- - quoise mine near Pearce. The prop- - and cashier of the Hank of Commerce:
ent legal situation and will nut have .......
denounced the report as entirely unjus- will be
none, ami tnat they erty is being rapidly developed, and "I have
at once and will bo Grand Canyon of Ai Izoua. Dr. Jackson
the slightest effect on the divorce proalways favor il the passage of tifiable and censured the person who rushed commenced
forward as fast as possible, for is located at Newport News, and Mr.
as pos- - Mr. Lloyd says that it will turn out to the omnibus statehood bill, and as for had misinformed the state department.
" aB
ceedings which will be resumed Feb- slide
company
the
Is very anxious to have it Minus at Norfolk. They left their rebe one of the great turquoise producers the Joint admission I lo not care to exruary 11. The princess can never recompleted before the river rises in tho
Ira Hen net t general tunerl
spective homes about three months
m cue cuuiu.y. i i.e proinici is su.ppea press myself."
turn to the Saxon court, but she may of th..
D. C. Dunlap, chief engineer of the spring.
-- hi k.. .. .
ago. and are seeing the great south'""quer-.t"The omnibus st.it' hood bill was proposed New Mexico . orthern railpossibly effect a reconciliation
Denver lapidaries
The stoius are
with ttue nvXt week in
....
'
i,.,
Kelly
Gross.
&
Co.,
western country in all its glory. Last
who
have
tho
f
, lu r own family and take up a icnna-neii- t in utlv
of a high grade
we
vhat
wanted, but that is Impossi- road, did not leuve for Rland yesterday ci ntract for supplying II. Lantry
Sons week they visited Santa Fe, making
ble we all want some kind of statehood as expected cm account of the lateness
residence in Austria. The quesAttorney
mi
Merriam was accompanied
xneir provisions, have their big the trlep by horseback, and are now on
Hon. Martin Lohman, a popular citi- any
...., I . on
tion of allowingn thu
. .
his western trip by Mrs. Merriam. zen of Las Cruces, passed up the road real way," said Kdwia H. Dunbar, the of trains, but left this morning. He wareuousea now under construction .their wav to the seiiini? mm They ex- estate dealer.
her children will onlyI'liuilD.
will be absent from the city a couple ami win soon be completed.
be decided by ' Chief Engineer Davis is at the lum- - for
pect to get bac k to Virginia In about
Santa Fe this morning.
"I am heartily ii. favi- of joint of weeks.
C. L. Fiench, formerly with Johu month.

Montreal Street Railway Strikers Refuse to
Ratify TermsMont Pelee Active.
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Rear Admiral Frank Wildes Died Suddenly
Yesterday Morning.
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THE BEST CRITERION
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twi arises from tho need

ifrons Mates for the purpose of

of

seciir-in-

g

government and to aid
better lo-lu maintaining !n years to eomo the
federal character of our union. In every federation, whatever the form of
Ita toverununt, there Is a constant
tendency toward the centralization of
power, which In turn has a secondary
tendency to crush the smail dates and
e
destroy their Individuality. Tho
freedom of the far west from unjust and unwarranted federal Interfera close relation to the
ence will
ability of tho states in this part of the
union to maintain themselves and exercise their prerogatives in their own
way. The great strength which Texas
possesses by reason of ita vast area
and its ability, to maintain a large population Is worth far more to it and its
population than the Increased repre.
sentatlon in the national senate which
would come from a division of its ter.
ritory Into five states.
exlco and
The Interests of New
Arizona are closely allied, and once
united thy would so grow together
that their people would not entertain
a thought of division.
Within the area of the proposed
Btate, embracing 235,000 square miles,
a great commonwealth can be erected,
maintaining a large population, exerting a powerful Influence and occupying a commanding position in relation
to the affairs of the nation. Union of
these two territories as one state la,
therefore, the solution of tho statehood
problem now confronting the Bcnate.
al
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OF FAILURE.
In a Chicago library Is a Uook in
which 500 men out of work have written of "the greatest blunder of the
life." The causes upon which mostif
them agree are the following:
1.
Didn t save what I earned.
2. Did not as a boy realize the value
of an education.
3. If I had taken better care of my
money I would be better in health and
morals.
4. Did not realize the importance
of sticking to one kind of employ,
ment.
5. The greatest blunder of my lite
was when I took my first drink.
6. One pf the greatest blunders or
my life was not to perfect myseV in
one of the lines of business i siarcea
out to learn.
7. Mv greatest blunder was wnen
I left school in the fifth grade.
8 The turning point in my life was
when at 15 years of age I ran away
from home.
9 Spent my money foolishly when I
was earning good wages.
10. When I let myself be misled in
thinking that I need not stick to one
thing.
11. Self conceit and not listening to
my parents.
12. Was to fool away my time wnen
at school.
PRINCIPAL CAUSES

New Mexico demands Statehood from
Congress.
the
Fifty-Sevent-

h

be a relief to the public if
the sheep herders and cattlemen in
Wyoming would fight it out and then

It would

subside.
' The Wisconsin, South Dakota and
Nebraska legislators are discussing
bills. But where will be
the gain It the burly football football
players are driven to ping pong?

President RooBevelt will attend a
meeting to be held In Carnegie hall,
New York City, on February 26, In
commemoration of the two hundredth
.anniversary of John Wesley's birth.
A dentist at Rochester, N. Y., lost

lils grip on a drill with which he was

twring a man's mouth and allowed it
down the patient's throat. Some
workmen In all trades are careless and
lose their tools.

to slip

New York, with its base burner full
f coal. Is already howling again. This
time it la getting hungry because the
freight blockade has shut oft the sup
ply of flour from the Minnesota mills
But there is a positive remedy for all
those troubles of the New Yorkers let
them move out to the sunny west
where all Is peace and prosperity and
Abundance.
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CAM TAL. $100,000.00.
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Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Doming, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining center of

W. S.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTtRO, President,
STRICKLER, V. ., and Cashier, W. J, JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
wivi. MCINTOSH

SOLOMON LUNA
A. M. BLACKVVELL

J. C. BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

GEO. ARNOT
W. A. maxwci
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SANTA FE RAILWAY

of our work is the work Itself, as our
best advertisement Is the praise of
We know
those who patronize us.
wo an do the best laundry worhf as
we couldn't do it we didn't, so if you

v.a:it your linen laundered better than
you ever had it done go to tltt1 Imperial

J.

laundry.

Imperial Laundry

M. riOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Back of Postoffice.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

ooooooooooooooaaooo
Q
everybody
You

know and
0
0 knows that our stock
O

else
black
Bilks is beyond comparison.
Our
prices do all the talking. LION

0

STORK.

0

of

0
0
0

0

0000000000 000000000

Silver
Avenue
Stablo
114

ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY PiALE-TATAND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND NON RESIDENTS.
,
j
,
A
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FEED AND SALE.

LIVERY,

WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old

Thoue

j

A22.

th southwest.

Doming! Don't overlook It if you are
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
looking for a safe and pnylng Investment. board horse amluave first class rigs
!
Demlng water Is chemically
MANAGER OF
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.
to Polan springs.
r cent In pop
Demlng has Increased
ulatlon in four years.
B. A.
Demlng water and pure ozone mukc
strong and healthy people.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Next Door to First National Bank. '
'
Investments In Doming lots will double
FIRE INSURANCE,
New
Telephone
222.
year.
one
ESTATE,
In
F1F.AL
and treble
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
NOTARY PUBLIC.
electric light system umler contract.
CROMWifiLL BLOCK,
ROOMS
Demlng the demand for rental
In
Telephone Vi.
Automatic
The Easy Pill.
houses Is five times in excess of the sup
DeVvitt's Little Early Risers do not ply.
gripe nor weaken the system. They Demlng has an abundance of water tor
cure biliousness, jaundice, constipation Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
and inactive livers, by arousing the seCHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
Your
In Demlng.
cretions, moving the bowels gently, yet Buy lots and build 20
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
on
per
the
cent
be
will
rental returns
effectively, and giving such tone and Investment.
Castings;
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Iron
and
Brass
strength to the glands of the stomach, In Demlng good safe loans can be had
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for BuildlDgs;
liver and bowels that the cause of the t better rates than in the old established
Repairs on Mining and Mi 11 Machinery a Specialty.
These towns.
trouble is removed entirely.
IN CARLOAD
BRAN
AND
100
FOUNDRY
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FLOUR
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
buy
at
you
can
lots
Demlng
tonic
a
decided
exert
pills
At
famous little
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
effect upon the organs involved, and if which will pay you 100 per cent in less
New Mexico
twelve months.
Albuquerque,
their use is continued for a few days than Demlng
another good hotel la needed
In
trouble.
no
will
of
return
the
be
there
o accommodate the enormous Increase of
Son. population.
B. H. Brlggs & Co., and S. Vann
o
Demlng Is a great health result has no
FIRE INSURANCE
Notice for Publication.
superior In climate for the cure of pul
4499.)
(Homestead Entry No.
monary troubles.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
Demlng will be the great smelter center. Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
29, 1903.
Two large plants will be Installed within
" "HJ.M"". WW
tin Ml.
.
inn.
..i,iii.nm.in.niiii..
Notice is hereby given that the fol the year.
you
can
when
priced
high
buy
Why
lots
lowing named settler has filed notice
cheap now, with cerof her intention to make final proof in get them In Deming
assured?
This signature l on every box of the genuine support of her claim, and that said tain advance
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur
Laxative Bromo-Quinin- e
proof will be made before the Probate passed for fertility, production of rruits
Have a Stock of New Elipse Wind
day
one
n
In
cold
remedy
that cnr"!
the
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albu and vegetables of all kinds.
querque, N. M., on March 10, 1903, vis.:
Demlng offers the same opportunities
Around Your Wagons.
Men.
Event for Ten-PiHannah E. Downs, for the SE4 Sec. now that the most prosperous cities in the
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 7. Entries 12, T. 10 N., R. 3 E.
west offered several years ago.
for the approaching tournament of the
Demlng needs one hundred new houses LEAD AVENUE, EETWEEN FIRST
to
following
witnesses
names
the
She
toAmerican Bowling congress closed
to supply the demand, and needs them
upon,
residence
prove
continuous
AND SECOND STREETS.
her
day. Although Secretary Bryson has
now. This demand continues to grow.
not yet made public the full list of en- and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
ALBUQUERQUE.
James E. Elder, of Amuquerque, N annually; is the center of the greatest Auto 'Phone 508.
tries it is known that they are sufficiently numerous and notable to insure M.; Mrs, Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer breeding region in the southwest and catthe largest and most successful tour que, N. M.; David Stewart, or aiuu tlemen all know this.
nament since the introduction of the querque, N. M.; Thomas Hall, of Albu
PROFESIONAL CARDS
game in America. A large attendance querque, N. M.
Dealer in
Is expected from all the cities east,
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
DENTISTS.
pure-equa-

Albuquerque Abstract Company

DO

SLEYSTER.

12-1-

Mausard's Mills, Albuquerque

Foundry and

Mine Woiks

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

THE JOHN BECKER CO,,

WALKER

A. E.

Boiler Mills aEd Elf vator

1

.

J

A. D. JOHNSON

Tbiu

n

MI8E.
Th9 proposed compromise of the
Statehood fight by admitting Oklahoma
a
separately and New Mexico and
as one state has a fair prospect
of receiving the endorsement of both
houses or congress, says the Denver
Notice for Publication.
Edmund J. Alger, U. U. S
Republican.
(Homestead Entry No. 403.)
Office hours, 8:30
3u6 Rnllrond avenue.
If it passes congress it will undoubtmfl n 12:30 n. m 1:3U D. m. 10 o p. in.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan Telephone
edly receive the approval of the pres462.
Appointments made by
29, 1903.
man,
ident, for he has expressed himself in
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Its favor.
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. S.
lowing named settler has filed notice
To this plan much opposition will
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
In
proof
final
to
make
of
intention
her
undoubtedly be encountered in both
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; I: SO p,
support of ber claim, and that said hours. 58:30
territories, each desiring to come in
p. m. Appointments made by
m.
to
proof will be made before the Probate
as a separate state. But it is probable
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albu mail.
the
that, upon mature deliberation, only
querque, N. M., on March iO, 1903, viz.
LAWYERS.
proposition will be accepted. The
distracting headaches from which Jane Hall, for the NEV Sec. 12, T. 10
persons who would have much excuse soThe
daily
a
life
women
suffer
many
make
Bernard S. Kodey
3 E.
lor opposing it are the politicians who purgatory If men suffered with head- - N., R. names
ATTOTiNEY-AT-T.AAlbuquerque. N
to
following
witnesses
the
She
want offices.
acne as women io, business would be
M. Prompt attention given to all business
upon,
would
be
residence
prove
continuous
her
win pmu
influence
pertaining to tne proression.
almost at a slanstill. Does not the iccr
The
and be
tlce In all courts of the territory
not suffer from these sevrj and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
office.
increased as far as New Mexico is con- that men dosuggest
land
fore tho United States
that there must be a
James E. Elder, of Albuquerque, N
cerned, for in Arizona the American headaches
cause for them?
Ira M. Bond
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer
population is proportionately larger womanly
the womanly organism is dis- que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albu irrniiNEr.AT.l.AW. 42 F street N. W,
When
than in New Mexico.
n. C Pensions, lands, pat
eased, headache, backache, nervousness
cavluts, letters patent,
The selection of Santa Fe as the and sleeplessness are consequences which querque, N. M.; Watson H. Downs, of ents. copyrights,
trade marks, claims.
Albuquerque, N. M.
capital of the proposed state would be are sure to follow.
mat, towu
MANUEL It. OTEUO, Register
Dr. Tierce's Favorite Prescription euro
William D. Lee
s Hosprved comnllment tosettlement
o
in headaches end other aches and pain ty
Office, room 7. N
iTwinMt'T.iT.i.iW
vhich Is the most noted
Notice for Publication.
curing the1 cause. It establishes reguT. Armijo building. Will practice In all
the southwest and one of the oldest in larity, drit anhealthy drains, heals inthe courts of the territory.
(Homestead Entry No. 4887.)
tho United States.
flammation and ulceration, and cjra
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan
Land
will
R. W. D. Bryan
approval
Mexico
New
wepUness.
mxl
Outside
female
It soothes pain
Albuquerque, N.
ATTORNEY-AT-I,A1903.
glvea the selection of "Arizona" as builds up iii nerves. It transform.' 26.
Office,
National Bank building.
M.
First
fol
given
Is
hereby
the
that
Notice
Is
It
lu'.o
nervous
state.
invalids
sickly,
proposed
weak,
the name of the much
Frank W. Clancy
to bo preferred happy, healtny women. Thousands have lowing named settler has filed notice
euphonious and
rooms I and 3, N,
to i's marvelous merits.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAof his Intention to make final rroof
n . name which in the minds of many testified
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
said
I took two bottles of your ' Favorite Preset';,
claim,
that
and
of
his
suiiiiort
with
state
the
confound
persons would
tlou ' aud twori the 'Golden MeilicAl Discovery'
proof will le made before the register
E. W. Dobson
and am feeliug well," write Mm. Da",
the republic of Mexico.
of I orwny Mine. Cftpe Hreton C
Office, Cromwell
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on ATTORN
take
ever
"I had uterine trouble, pa' iu
Whether Arizona would suggested NovahideScotia. headache.
10, 1903, viz.: Joseph Davis, for block, Albuquerque, N. M.
After takinir your
March
and
the
privilege
of
the
advantage
You may publish thia or ' re
got
the SEVi NE'i, NE'4 SEVi Sec. 32,
John H. Stingle
-- r Kom.mine a aenarate state upon b
It in auv way you think txst. a 1 cannot tprdV
Sec. 33, T. ATTORNEY-AT-T.AW- .
lii
Cromwell block
aud
medicines
of
within
Dr.
fierce
highly
300,000
SWVi NWU, NW.4 S
loo
of
nnn.ilntlnn
i"
iui. r,.H,.nt limits, is questionable,
Albuquerque, N. M.
9 N. R. 9 E.
I'avorit- - Prescription" has the
of tli' iands of women to its comHe names the following witnesses to
PHYSICIANS.
bv that time state pride plete cure
Pmihif sufficiently
o." womanly diseases.
Do not prove
de
to
developed
his continuous residence upon,
would be
and unproved subunknown
an
accept
Dr. J. E. Bronson
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
rnnoRitlon looking to a divls
n
stitute iu its place.
William Tucker, of Galisteo, N. M.; Room 17, Homeopathlo Physician
a in tto raHA of Texas, tne
i....
Whiting Block
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Galisteo, N. M.;
Gomez,
privilege of becoming five states is Mexlical Adviser is sent free on receipt Maurlcio Sandoval,of of Galisteo, N. M.;
KINDERGARTEN.
to pay expense of mailing only. Anastaclo
inn tt w ti lea the citizens of Texas of stamps
t
stamps for the Nicolas Tenorio, of Santa Fe, N. M.
taking advantake Send twenty-on- e
Miss Phiibrlck's
of the book i i paper covers, or thirty-on- e
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
n,l Primary Department
The isreat reason why the people ac
viniWrartn
bound volume.
cloth
the
stamps
f'r
Conveyances
Commercial club Suilding.
a rlrnia. and New Mexico Bhould
V. Pierce, Butfalo, N. Y.
Dr.
R.
Address
Citizen.
The
for
Subscribe
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(or
Highland
unwill call
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Champion Runners to Meet
New York. Feb. 7. What should
piove to bo one of the most interesting foot races of the year is the one
and a half mile scratch race at the
Joint games of the Mohawk Athletic
ciub and company H of the Eighth regiment, scheduled to take place at the
aimory of the regiment this evening.
The cracks who have accepted the invitation to toe the scratch In this contest are: Franchot, the best distance
man at Yale; A. L. Newton and H. S.
Smith, of the New York Athletic club;
Soutar, of the Pastime Athletic club,
and MacKachnle, of the Mohawk Ath
letic club.
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DcWitt'o Witch Hazel Galve.
The only positive cure for blind,
Water Tax Due.
blecdlnr. itching and protruding piles,
Water !nx due and payable at oflieo
cuts, bums, bruises, eczema and all of Water Company, 310 flold avenue,
abrasions of the skin. DeAVitt's Is the between 1st and 5th of month.
only Witch Hazel Salve that Is made
from tho pure, unadulterated
"Mr. Howell Is a very clever and
witch
hazel all others are counterfeits,
impersonator and humorist."
jjeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve'is made to
Indianapolis Journal.
cure counterfeits are made to sell,
Hear Mr. Howell In 'T.lien Holden"
n. H. Uriggs & Co., and S. Vann & Son.
nt Congregational church Thursday
evening, February 12.
General Miles Coming Home.
London, Feb. 7. Lieutenant General
o
Carpenters and machinists tools of
Nelson A. Miles, United States army,
and his personal staff, who arrived in all
Hardware
kinds. Albuquerq'ie
England two weeks ago, Balled for company,
homo today. The trip across the Atlantic Is the last stage of a journey JEME2 & SULPHUR HO SPRINGS
that has extended around the globe,
STAGE LIME.
and which, according to the statement Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
made by General Miles on the eve of a change of stock cn route: good rigs,
his departure today, has been full of horses nnd drivers; leaves Albuquerinterest and Instruction.
que every Tuesday, Thin.
and SatOne Minute Cough Cure gives relief urday nt G a. m. For r:;rtlculars adin one minute, because it kills tne mi- dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Alcrobe which tickles the mucous mem- buquerque, or J. 1.1. BLOCK, propriebrane, causing the cough, and at the tor, Jemez.
same time clears tho phlegm, draws
DEMING.
out the inflammation and heals and
Min-u'nattsOne
soothes the affected
A r w Pointers Atjpyt a Good Town In
Cough Cure strengthens the lungs,
Southern New Mexico.
wards off pneumonia and is a harmless
Keep you.-- eye on iteming.
Demlng hns juBt been Incorporated.
and never falling cure in all curable
Deming, the coming clly of New Mexcases of coughs, colds and croup. One
Minute Cough Cure is pleasant to take, ico.
Pemlng has a magnificent school sysharmless and good alike for young and tem.
P..
&
S.
Co., and
old.
II. Brlggs
Vann
Deming, the railroad cinter of New
-
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B. II. BRIGGS & CO.,

O'IIh

wlm-i-

five-me-

p-io-

for the quality of tfoods

PROPRIETORS

Iryir,'4

west and north, where the game enjoys fnvor. The bowlers of New York.
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Toledo, Chi .ago,
Cleveland, Wheeling, Louisville and
many other cities. Including several in
Indiana, have entered teams, and besides these each of tho titles named Is
expected to send a number of vlsltois.
Nearly nil of tho local teams In this
city will be represented by
teams, and are working
and two-melike Trojans to carry off some of the
tiuiuament prizes. The tournament
will open February 21! In TomliiiHon
hull, In which ten alleys are now being
built on the latest approved plans.

DRUGS Hl:kM:

Baps and
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Badaracco

General Herchandise and
Liquors
Proprietor

of

the

Summer

Garden

All Kinds of Country Produce Bought

and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.
Corner of Third and Tljeras
New Mexico
Albuquerque

THESoutnARCADE
First Street.
311

-
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell

Wheat, write x,o

im. M
THE JOHN BEOKEK CO., Props.
Residence, Automatic rnone 299
Automatic Thone No. 516.
Bell Telepnone xxo. 115.

FRANK VAJO. Proprietor.

The Dest ot liquors served to pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
new, upstairs tor ioug;ng put

!.

MLLINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQLTRS & CIGAKo

We handle everything in our line
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & 'Williams
Louisville, KentucKy.
111 S.

First St.,

Albuquerque, N.

M.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladies can depend upon eecurti
permanent relief from irregular i
painful periods by using these wafei
Kf and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by puragent.
our
from
rimainu- nnlv
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., lm
nnrf fM.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
rumor Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo county..

LOCAL

ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

UNDERTAKER

CLUB BU.LD1NO.
THOUSANDS SAVED Br
If you want to "t
newspapers
n

COMHERCIAL
(inn

m
1

UL'U
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND

lUrCTR0u:iES.

This wonderful medicine

jo&itiv-l-

NO CURE. NO PAY.
50c. and $ I . TRIAL BOTTLES

E. C. Dake's Advertising Agency
M"rrhaut Kx bu(t
81--

j

cures Consumption, Concur, Colds
Hroncliit!3, Asthma, Pneumonia
ha, Fever, rieurisy, LnGrippe
UoarBtniS8,SoreThroF.ttsndWhocj
IngCough. Every bottle guaranteed
JRICE

Advertise in
anywhere at anytime
call on or write

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
WHITC rON RATt

FREE

CSL.

SAN FWWCISCO

CURTIS

TO

NEWHALL

CO.
IOS AMQILISt CALIFORNIA.
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fvailroad Topics I

The Storo tlio People Talk About
Cosmopolitan

Santa

Ke Claim Agent Zimmerman wrok now done- - In disbursement aclias returned from an official trip to counts of the storekeepers' department

Gallup.
J. K. McNally, division superintendent of the Santa Fe 8yntem. with headquarters at San Mari tal, Is In El Paso.
It Is Intimated that about lo.ooo cars
of fruit will he shipped east over the
Santa Fe this year. The Rook Island
figures on aliont the same amount.
A carload of native laborers were
unloaded at Helen this morning to do
.
They
work on the Santa Ke
were brought u pfrom El l'aso on passenger train No. 22.
H. H. Meyers, formerly day operator
at Winslow, Is now agent at Navajo
Springs. Mr. Wiley has taken his
place here and O. N. Hathaway docs
the nig-- . trick at Winslow.
F. T. Beckett, assistant engineer of
the Santa Ke at San Marclal, came up
from that place this morning. He Is
also engineer for the American Lum
ber company and Is here today to meet
officers of that company.
The Santa Fe Railroad company is
sinking a well at Nelson and if water
can be obtained at that point the pumping plant at Peach Springs will be
closed down. The well has reached a
depth of several hundred feet and Is
In limestone.
F. O. Keys, supervising engineer of
construction on the Santa Fe cut off
has returned from Oklahoma, where
ho has been engaged In other Santa Fe
construction work and will take up his
duties on the cut off. Mr. Keys is noncommittal as to the rumor being circu
lated that work on the cut off is going
to be called off.
Thomas II. Ilealey, city passenger
agent of the Rock Island railroad office
at El Paso, was officially notified Wed
nesday of his appointment as traveling
passenger agent of the El Paso &
Northeastern railroad, as well as the
Rock Island. His new territory will be
northern Mexico, southern Arizona and
New Mexico and western Texas.
Invitations are out for the marriage
of John Stein to Miss Margaret Agnes,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
at the family residence, Newton, Kan., Tuesday, February 1", at 7
o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Stein will be at
home, Castaneda hotel, Las Vegas,
after April 1. Mr. Stein is an universal
favorite In l.as Vegas and along the
line of the Harvey system. The Citizen
wishrs him Rrtat happiness.
The Windsor Mail says;
Another
popular couple will shortly be missed
by their friends.
Engineer Joseph
Brown and wile will shortly leave
Winslow, and their friends concluded
they would let them know how they
stood In the community, so Tuesday
evening a farewell party was given in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Brown at the
Engineers' hall by the Ladies' auxiliary to the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
cut-off-

Steln-kirchne-

r,

Millions Put to Work.
The wonderful activity of the new
century is shown by tn enormous demand for the world's best workers
Dr. King's New Life Pills. For constipation, sick headache, biliousness,
or any trouble of stomach, liver or
kidneys they're unrivaled. Only 25c
at all drug stores.

to the direct charge of the auditing
partment. Topeka State journal.

Paper

Pattern,

de-

PROFILE OF THE WORK.

. n .i

Must Make Big Rock Cut at
Abo Pass.
Ernest Mudge, of Resident Engineer
Earl's office, of Newton, Kan., has received of Fred Mudge, his brother, a
profile of th work the Santa Fe Is
doing on the New Mexico cut off lri Abo
Pass and canyon, mr. Mudge has
charge of the masonry and bridge
work, 'ine profile shows that some of
the cuts are as deep as seventy-fivand
eighty feet through solid rock and
again there will be abutments of the
same depth, 'ine canyons to the
bridges are all box canyons and cannot be filled as there would constantly
be danger of washouts and necessarily
they must be bridged.
Santa

Denial From Mr. Well.
Arthur O. Wells, general manager
the Santa Fe coast lines, who arrived from Los Angeles yesterday,
spent the day and night In the city,
and left this morning for Topeka,
where he goes to confer with other
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe officials
on matters pertaining to a raise in
wages for the trainmen.
Mr. Wells
was seen by a representative of The
Citizen this morning and denied the
report published that he had given
out information that the firemen
wotud get a raise of flv or six per cent.

Don't wait until your sufferings have

.

....TO MOVE....

I

3

driven you to despair, with your nerves all
shattered and your courage gone.
Help find happiness surely n waits you if you norcpt Mrs. Pinkham's
advice. Disease; makes women nervous, irritable, and ensily annoyed by
children and household duties; such women need the counsel and help
of a woman who understand! the ieculiar troubles of her sex; that
woman is Mrs. I'inkham, who with her famous medicine, Lycliu i:.
INnklinin's Vegetable Compound, have restored more sick and discouraged women to health and happiness than any oilier one jierson.
Her address is Lynn, Mass., and her advice is free. W rite today, do
not wait.
AVII1 not the volumes of letters from women who have been
made strong by Lydla V.. IMnkham's Vegetable Compound cow
inee others of the virtues of this great medicine?
When a medicine lias leeii Mieeessful In more than a million
eases, is it justice to yourself to say, without trying it, "I do not

Saved Her Child's Life.
"In three weeks our chuboy little
boy was changed by pneumonia almost
to a skeleton." writes Mrs.W. Watkins,
of PleaFant City, ohir.
"A terrible
rough set in, that. In spite of a good
doctor's treatment for ceveral weeks,
grew worse every day. We then used
Dr. King's New Discovery for consumption, aj.d our darling was soon sound
and well. We are sure this grand
n.ediclne saved his life." Millions
know it's the only sure cure for coughs
colds and all lung diseases. All druggists guarantee satisfaction. 50c, $1.00.
Trial bottles free.

believe it would help me?"
Surely you cannot whJi to remain weak and sick and discouraged, exhausted with each dry's work. If you have some derangement of the feminine organism try Lydla I). JMukhain's
Vegetable Compound. It will surely help you.

Mrs. Hmilie Seering, 174 St. Ann's Ave., New
York City, writes:

Burned to the Ground.
The city fire alarm pealed its dread
tidings at 4:15 Thursday afternoon,
and hasty information conveyed the
tidings that the handsome residence
of W. P. Chapman, near the insane
asylum, was burning to the ground. It
was a seven room structure, situated
too far from the city for the fire company to be of avail, and will be a total
loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Chapman are only recent arrivals from Chicago, who are
here with a sick son. The have the
sympathy of the community. Dr. De
Costa and wife have been living in the
residence and their loss is also heavy.
Las Vegas Optic.

"Did.
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Now is the Time to Buy Jackets
and Suits
in black and castor

at less than the cost

all $co.oo and $12.00

coats

f

afli

X-Jr-

.M

Suits

Tailor-Mad- e

in brown and dark grey suits that were made to sell at $7,50111 splendidly
nearly every size in the lot you cannot afford to miss this
take your pick Monday sit each,

a.2r

tailored

900 yards of Dress Goods to be cleaned out at once prices cut to the desperation
prices that will sell the goods at sight

mm

pint

at 69c you can buy Monday only

nnci nervous

Compound."
FREK MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN.
If there is anything In your case about whic h you would like
special advice, write freely to Mrs. Pinkliam. No man will see
your letter. She can surely help you, for no person in America has
such a wide experience in treating female ills as she has had. She
lias helped hundreds of thousands of women back to health. Her
address is Lynn, Mass., and her advice is free. You are very foolish if you do not accept her kind invitation.
th oriin-letter and .Ign.tur. of
FORFEIT It we oiuinot forthwith prixl-irabuvt leMiiwoui&l, wlii:b will proTe Its nrniolute genuiiif
I.yttla K. l'lokhitm Medicine Co., Lynn, Mhi,

The Union
Market
?T7

sizes 32, 34 and 36

the materials alone

12 Ladles9

Piskiiam:

Melinl & Eakin's leader, "Alvarado
Club" whisky, is the product of one of
the oldest registered distilleries in the
state of Kentucky. This whisky is
aged in wood at least eight years before being placed on the market. It is
mild and exquisite in flavor, Just the
thing for family and medicinal purposes. Sold in bulk or bottles. Melini
& Eakin, 111 South i irst street.

silk lined
of

tnko your rlioifP BlonHy at,

1-

$5000

and Misses9 Melton and Kersey Jackets

17 Ladies9

.

If women who are always blue and depressed
would take J.jclla I,. I'liikhnm s
lit. .1 v.riii jr.ruim hi y nuuiu mill lb 11IC 111111cine thev need to brinif them to a more cheerful
frame oi mind. I was terribly worried and downcast,
and was thin and bloodless. My bnok ached all the
time, no matter how hard I tried to forpet it or
change my pohition to ease it. and the pain at the
base of my brain was so bad that I sometimes
thought that I would grow crazy; I had the blues to
much and whs always so depressed I could not seem
to shake them off ; half of the time I did not seem to
have the courage to do my work ; everything
seemed to go wrong with me, and I was always
worrying and fearing the worst. 1 began to
take Lydia K. IMnkbam's Vegetable Compound. After tlie first few closes a load seemed
lifted from my shoulders, I felt better in every
way. ine lilues left me ana mv head stopped actum? :
before long my back was better too, and I looked younger and stronger I took
six bottles in all, and it is with thankfulness that 1 acknowledge that my
present good health is due to the use of Lydia H. IMnkham's Vegetable
Mns.
fij.-- 0

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
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What we found while tailing inventory and what will have

of

Shorter Houte to Florida.
There is considerable speculation as
to whether the Evansville & Terre
Haute railroad, which it Is believed
will soon change hands, will come under the control of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, which controls the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois, or whether it will
go to the Louisville & Nashville. Both
companies, it Is said, are after It, and
to either of them it would prove of
great value. It is the connecting link
between the Chicago & Eastern Illinois
and the Lauisville & Nashville between
Hotel Highland.
Terre Haut and Evansville. The three
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Cain. Marion.
roads together give the shortest line
to Nashville, Tenn., by 150 miles, and Ind.: E. A. Davis and wife, Strong-hurst- ,
Gales-burg- .
111.; M. E. Cartwright,
are considered the best route from
111.;
J. E. Shlsler, S. Britton,
Chicago to the Florida resorts.
Raton; D. Elliott, Las Vegas; Miss
Mae Hastings. New York: Miss Marrl- Buy it Now.
nan,
Washington; Edyth de Valmase-da- ,
Do not wait until you or some of
Chicago; J. H. lng. El Paso.
our family are sick nigh unto death,
and then send for Chartiberalin's
Sturgeg' European.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
Frank Schumacher. Charl efl Iv Jinan
but buy it now and be prepared for an
emergency. It is the one remedy that Cleveland, Ohio; Tim Crowley, Wilcan always be depended upon in the liams; T. 1). Haugh. Chicago; Tony
most severe and dangerous cases. For Nets, wife and child, Cerrillos; John
L. Clooke. New York; Foss Field,
sale by ail druggists.
M. Weinberg, Denver; A. O.
IMPORTANT CHANGES.
Austin, Kansas City.

uf

LLUn U.UILKN.PROPRJETW

e

Alvaratfo.
Walter H. Brewer. A. G. Wells, F. J.
Shepard, H. E. White, G. R. Joughins,
Los Angeles; C. F. Batch, Clinton,
Iowa; C. G. Reed. Winslow; Charles
Moorman, Iowa; W. F. Hobbs.iA. S.
Rankin, Topeka;
H. C. Brodreck,
Qulncy, 111.; J. C. Wild, F. L. Feakins,
Denver; C. A. Rosten. Mr. and Mrs.
D. C. Merriam, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
A. P. Wells. Mrs. W. C. R. Hazard,
New York; J. M. Block and wife, Canton, III.; B. Flesher and wife, Leaven-wortn- ;
Ed Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Bowden. Baltimore; B. W.
McCandless, Atchison; W. W. King,
J. K. Molamphy, Pittsburg; K. Inouge,
Tokio; William French,
Colorado
Springs; Frederick O. L. Buck, Denver; M. T. Everhart, Pueblo.

10c

Nona Higher

English Storm Serge, in black and colors;
French
Serge, in black and colors;
Novelty Scotch Tweeds;
Camels Hair Plaids;
Granite Cloths, in colors only;
ol
Black
Cheviot, sponged and shrunk;
Canvas Cloth, in grey and brown
mixtures;
Oxford G.ey Basket Cloth;
Black Satin
h
Black Grenadine surely it's the sensation
Soleil, and
of the season and you couldn't expect a better bargain every yard
)
yOy gyCiy
worth $1.00 and $1.25 Holiday your choice
50-in- ch

All-Wo-

ol

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

Ail-Wo-

50-in- ch

46-in-

ch

All-Wo-

ol

52-in-

50-inc-

56-in- ch

Ail-Wo- ol

40-inc-

All-Wo-

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

ol

h

All-Wo-

ch

All-Wo- ol

40-in- ch

All-Wo-

ol

ol
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THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gonej
THE NEW YEAR fraught .with limitless possibilities,Qhopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happi-

ness be yours.
N

NO BETTER WAY

West Gold Avenue.

to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of J 'one of
"he

Valentines galore at Matson'p.

Rear-EnCollision at Glorieta.
There was a rear-encollision at
Glorieta last night. Conductor Cres-wicin charge of an east bound extra,
was occupying the side track, when
Metropolitan.
another eastbound extra came up the
E. C. Gunderman, Philadelphia, Pa.; hill and headed In on the side
track
R. A. Hutt, Cleveland, Ohio: A. O. Aus also. The engineer on the second extin, Kansas City.
lo.st
tra
control of his train in some
way and before It could be stopped WM.
Grand Central.
COETTING & CO., Proprietors.
S. F. Mullen, Green Isle, Minn.
it went crashing Into the rear of Conductor Creswick's train. A badly deAll kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
molished caboose and the front end
TAKE A FRESH HOLD.
of engine 841 slightly disfigured was Sausage making a specialty.
he extent of the damage done. ForGood Food a Stepping Stone.
The route back to health is nine tunately no one was hurt. l.as Vegas
times out of ten through the use of Record.
New Phone 152. Old Phone 59
proper food. The healthy enjoy life, it
Residence New Phone 153
is the sickly and weak who have lost USING OIL ON THE ROADBED.
Interest. Restoring health (through
...J. W. EDWARDS...
scientific feeding) means restoring Southern Pacific Company Has a Unique Way of Fastening Ballast.
happiness too.
You must take a fresh hold. Here is
The Veteran
A. N. Bienenfeld. engineer in charee
a sample case a lady of Dallas, Texas, of
the
cutSouthern
Pacific
railroad
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
wno writes:
"Two years ago I was
sic k all the time. None of the food I off into this city, was at the Sheldon
18
Years Actual
Experience
says
Kl
the
l'aso News.
was eating agreed with me. It did not yesterday,
License No. !'") by the State
He says that the work is rapidly
digest and I suffered dreadfully.
ISoard of llealtli of Kansas.
l went to Florida and staved three nearing completion, and that it will be
months but got worse all the time. a matter of but a few weeks now until
Office and Parlors
Came bac k to Georgia and finally came work on the new bridge across the Rio
west. At this time I felt as if I were Grande will be begun.
,1 I I SECOND AVENUE.,
losing my mind. My health was slipOpen Day and Night.
He naid that a novel method of
ping away, strength and energy were
gone and I stood in fear of the dreaded packing the ballast for the roadbed
In order to re- asylum. I would not have given two bad been adopted.
cents to see the greatest ritv In flip move the dust, whic h might retard the
world but continued to travel, hoping it work of packing the ballast, crude oil
is sprinkled on the roadbed.
would help me.
The
"Finally I tried Grape-Nutand I plan has been worked very suc
DEALERS IN
must say words are insuffic ient to exand will be adopted generally in
press the good the food did me. I the packing of roadbeds is the work
have been using it some tlmo and my around Yuma. This Is the point at
HOOTS AM) S1IOI8
he alth is better, my
mind clearer and I which Engineer liienenfeld will next
weigh more than I have in ten years
All kinds of repairing neatly
I
cat anything I want and nothing devote his tali nts in straightening out
done best material used. Courthe Southern Pacific roadbed and
seems to disagree with me.
"I don't take any medicine at all now equalizing the v Is and grades.
teous treatment
Mr. Iticmnfcld said that the bridge
and I feel well all the time. I simply
a
rap-Idlwould not be without Grape-Nuts.being
brought
was
to
work
focus
R. R. Ave.
Name given by Post urn Co., Battle
and would begin when tne spring
Mich.
Creek,
opened.

WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE
Y'S combination bond policies.

COM-PA-

N

d

Mag-dalen-

In the Santa Fe Storekeeping

Depart-

ment.
An important change has been made
in the management
of the Topeka
office of the Santa Fe storekeeping department. About half of the clerks
who have been working under Storekeeper A. F. Hilton will very shortly
be placed under the managemnt of
I. S. Lauck, auditor of disbursements.
The division of clerks has already
been made.
Mr. Hilton, when asked concerning
the move, said that it was true that
some, of his force would be placed
under Mr. Lauck's jurisdiction. He refused to say anything further about
the change.
I. S. Lauck was asked in regard to
the matter. He said:
"There is nothing to give out now. It
is true that some move Is under consideration, and has been from time to
time for a good while.
When any
change is made, due announcement
will be given In circulars."
As nearly as can be ascertained, this
is a move which is not confined to Topeka. but which will cover the whole
Santa Fe system. It is important in
this connection that jut at this time
(ieneral Auditor II. ('. Whitehead, of
Chicago; Auditor J. W. White, of the
Santa Fe coast lines, headquarters at
Los Angeles, and Auditor A. S. Jennings, of the Santa Fe tiulf lines, are
all in Topeka. The object of their
visit here is being concealed under the
general fctatetne nt that nicy are conferring about mutters concerning their department.
It Is expected that when this con
ference is e nded, a statement will be
given out concerning some changes of
importance.
tl seems possible that tne change
will involve a transfer of some of the

It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.

I

j

P. Parenti & Co.,

s

It has a specified cash loan value at 5 psr cent interest after the second
year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from los.

Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a 10, 5 or
payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.
n
20-ye- ar

lOll COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WRITE

y

113W.

UrON

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

1

j

OR CALL

Albuquerque,

-

-

-
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New flexico

rm: amuiqukkqui'. daily citizen

4

I

Your money
back
ero
not satisfied

If you

IX TOTT prFPOSE that ft company with ft cnpitAl of ISOO.nno 00. pelil In frill, nl the
rpimtntlnn of 80 years of continuous auoccs, would make such an oflcr and not carry
firoud to the Irtirrf
1x3 YOU SUI'POSB we would Jropnrdlre our atnnrtln with the public, and our chances
mipciw hy failing to fulfil any promise we make
Of Rtill
1H) YOU SITPOSK we would make irh an offer If we did not hare the utmost oonfl-denr- e
nntWrylnff
quality of our irooilsr
in the
WK KNOW we can please you and ive you money, for HAYNER WHISKEY ifw
illrert from our distillery torou, with nil its original richnefwand flavor, carry In ir a UNITKU
STATICS KKOISTKRKD IUSTILI.KHS UlTAKANTKK of I'L'KITYand AUK nnd savin
you the bin profit of the dealers. That' why It's best for medicinal purposes, That's why
If preferred for other uses. That's why we ore remilurly uipl.viig over a quarter of a
million aatisQed customers. That a why Y OU should try lb

Direct from our distillery to YOU

mam urg
Sam

DialirV Profits I Prmnts Adulteration

PURE

SEVEN-YEA-

FULL
Si" QUARTS
l

I

OLD RYE

R.

$l .00

EXPRESS
PREPAID

n
.Via
n mi ii AlA
uni uuk IfiAiint
iiiu rifnrwi
uuuii tio
lia'l rlorlarod the hall liPlonislnR to the
Minors. J. W. Harry referred the name
nnd his decisions worn very satisfac
tory. Strong umpired the uamo, Travis
was also an umpire. The crowd of
daskrt liall cnthuplaBts who attended

satikdai feihuiahy
TCS FAMILY'S

,.. a

MINE.

Nearlng Completion, Wiil Be Ready for
Operation in a Few Weeks.
Some photos were shown this week
of the' new mill on the Cooney mine
by an old tl"tnr who lias Just paid the
Mogollons a vis't and they show a fine
jup to date plant fast niarin rumple-- I
tlon, Rays the Silver City Enterprise.
The gentleman was surprised at the
progre s made, for he remarked:
"Why, it seems like only a few
weeks ago that I met Tom Cooney on
the way ;o Chicago to purchape the
machinery and he Informed mo then
that no start had been made on the
mill foundution, and I take a run out
there now and see a modern plant with
rolls, crusher, Huntington and half a
dozen tables set up; a sawmill complete, In wh!ch the sets for the mine
are being framed, and about 300 feet
of the new shaft already sunk and
8quare-setteand new hoiHt up and
tunnln?, and I could only rub my eyes
In amazement and thing that Cooney
nnd Murphy have had their coats off.
I saw Krames, the Wlleys, Rahl, Lof-fer- ,
Townsend and many of the other
boys hard at It. I went through the
mine one night and there are large
bodies of ore waiting for the mill.
When I left camp there was talk of
Major Hogan returning at an early
date and moving matters at the Maud

1

903

Sale Ten Million Boxes a Year.

the game enjoyed a pleasant ilanre
nfter tho name, Mrs. Horry wna pres
ent and furnlBhed delightful music for
the merry and Joyful crowd.
MILL AT COONEY

i

Ha

FAVORITE

MEDICINE

4

ANDY CATHAHTIC
isi

if

fin

ill

BEST FOR THE BOWELS
.

everything in the world that we can do.
"I do not think the bulletin service
regarding delayed trains has occasioned any complaint. We have issued
very rirld orders In regard to bulletining arrivals and departures. Of course
In some instances the depot niaBter
does not always comply with Jiese orders. This can at times be traced to
negligence, but more often to an Impossibility to anticipate delays."

cancer Cure- -.
Prickett. hmithflold.

I)prrp at Grant hall tonight. Good
mi'::!c nnd an cnjoyallo time to all.
STORAGE.
J. Crawford's warehouse on
North First street, opposite John A.
Lee's lumber yards.

At

A.

Lunch, that Is the best served, at
the White Elephant Saturday night.
Grant hall tonight.

Mrs. Berry will

Ills., give a social dance. You are Invited.
had been
Leggett
We are sole agents ror

Mr. W. W.

writes, Sept. 10th, 1!H1:
the
suffering several years with a rancer
on my face, which gave me great an- & Piatt Btcel bed springs, every one
noyance and unlearalilo Itching. I was guaranteed tliirty days' trial and if
We will send you FOTTR FULL QUARTS of HAYKER'9 SEVEV- YEAR-OLKYE forw.ou, and we will pay the eipress charge. When you receive
using Ballard's Snow Liniment for a not satisfactory your money back
thx whisker. tr It and If vou don't find it all rtffht and as rood as you ever
leg, and through an accident, I price 3.00.
sore
Also the Duplex matany
price,
bock
any
our
send
body
then
at
at
it
else
buy
from
drank orean
rubbed some of the liniment on the tress at $7.50 on the same conditions.
expense and votir ti.uo will be returned to you by next mall. How could
expense,
and
all
all
It
stand
the
We
fnirerr
the
risk
take
an offer be
enncer. and as It gave me almost in- Futrell Furniture company.
the goods do not please you. Won't you let us send you a trial order f Wo
stant relief, I decided to continue to
hip In a plain sealed case; 00 mark to show wbat'a Inside.
use the liniment on the cancer. In a
Mrs. Berry's dance at Grant hall toff vnn n nnd Ml Onlirtfl. or ran ffrt some nf rnnr ffrlenns to Jnls
short time the cancer came out, my night. Come and enjoy yourself.
we will lenu u u u vulut
VJ icv'liit Dreuald. thai
r
savlna; H.OO.
face healed up and there is not the
Dyspepsia bane of human existslightest scar left. I have implicit
Write our nearest office and do It IpW
1
faith in the merits of this preparation, ence. Burdock Blood Bitters Cures it,
THE IIATNEft DISTILLING C0HPANY
and It cannot be too highly! recom promptly, permanently. Regulates and
The Maud 8. has been one of the mended." 25c 50o and $1.00. For sale tones the stomachi
DAYTON, oAlO
. ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, HO.
Mogollon dis- by Cosmopolitan
producers
in
heaviest
the
Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
Established ism.
DnTnxnTi Tboy. O.
(i
Bring in your tinware and have It
trict; ,t a mine that much can be expected of, and If the rumor proves true
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware comLovely Valentines at Matson's.
it will be of vast benefit to that district
pany
and Silver City.
At the Woman'snExchange you can
OBSTACLE REMOVED.
PRESIDENT RIPLEY AT TCPEKA.
get fresh home made bread every day.
NIXON'S VIEW OF IT.
Rye, graham, whole wheat, oatmeal
Says There' No Truth in Rumored American Smelting and Refining Company Cancel Lease on Smelter.
Rock Island Alliance.
Thinks Trains Can't Be Run on Time bread always on hand. Tuesday and
Thursday salt rising bread. On Wed
President Ripley, of the anta Fe,
By Law.
The lart obstacle ir the way of the
wan in Topeka for a short time Wed- sale of the smelter was removed Wednesday meat pies. Every Saturday
Manager
of
Santa
Oeneral
Nixon,
the
nesday afternoon on his wayto Califor- nesday afternoon, when, at the New Fe, does not lock for any good results Boston brown bread and baked beans.
speakIn
nia, says the State Journal.
York offloes of the Hearsts, tho Amerithe agitation of delayed trains A full stock of health foods always In
ing of the alleged traffic alliance be- can Smelting and Refining company from
measures
that are now being consid stock. 323 Second street, Bell 'phone
tween the Rock Island and Santa Fe, signed the papers which causes their ered by the Texas legislature.
KERKER AND MORTON'S MERRY
A15.
lease on the plant to expire within a
be said:
way
a
JINGLE.
man
can
who
devise
"The
"The report is an error throughout, day or two and places the Hearsts in a whereby passenger trains will never be
Uncle Sam, in the person of ten of
General Manager Mudge did not con- position to bcII.
delayed is the man we are looking for," his government officials, has charge of
THE NEW YORK CASINO HIT1
The lease of the American Smelting
firm it In the manner printed in the paMr. Nixon to a Galveston Tribune every department of the Hayner Distilpers. The Santa Fe will go on in the and Refining company, under ordinary said
man. "We could afford ot pay him a lery. During the entire process of dis arm m
Rmem with
same old way to the "Pacific coast, and conditions, would not have expired for handsome salary for
Thamm Pro- such suggestions
It m X m m m
as to the plans of the Rock Island, of two years, but arrangements were and not let the matter of pride or sen- tillation,' after the whiskey is stored M mm
course, we know nothing. There is ab- made at which they cancelled the timent play any part in the transac In their warehouses, during the seven
solutely nothing In common between lease.
tion. Every time a passenger train is years it remains there, from the very
This removes the last obstacle in the delayed it means
the roads of the kind stated."
the road over which grain they buy to the whiskey you get,
It would seem from this that the way of a sale of the plant to the Com- it is operated loses money. Besides Uncle Sam is constantly on the watch
deal between the Santa Fe and Rock anche Mining and Milling company, the extra time lost the road loses pat- to see that everything is all right.
Island uas fallen through, and this and .v U expected that this sale will ronage, prestige, the wages of the em They
' Contlnuoum '
dare not take a gallon of their asw M
view of the case is partially confirmed be male In a few days:
m
m
great
m
ployes,
and
Inconvenience
suffers
kmJmm
Muncmimueo
whiskey
ware
from their own
ly dispatches from New York which A watchman has been placed over in readjusting time schedules. In fact, own
say that the Rock Island Is now nego- the plant in accordance with Instruc- by going through all the ramifications house unless he says its all right. And
tiating with the Union Pacific and tions received from New York. Silver of a railroad system one can see at a when he does say so, that whiskey BRIGHTER, BETTER AND BIGGER
Southern Pacific for an alliance with City Enterprlee.
THIS SEASON.
glance that when a passenger train goes direct to you, with all its original
them.
gets behind time tue whole workings richness and flavor, carrying a UNITA
Weak
Stomach
qualiRipley
The fact that President
ED STATES REGISTERED DISTIL
o fa road are more or less affected.
fies his denial by the statement that causes a weak body and invites dis
LER'S GUARANTY of PURETY and A
"The Santa Fe employes an
"of the kind stated" there is no deal ease. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures and trainmaster whose sole duty isassistant
AGE,
to
saving you the dealers' big
ride
between the Santa- - Fe and Rock Island strengthens the stomach, and wards off back and forth on the passenger trains profits.and you
If
use whiskey, either
gives reason to believe that the pro- and overcomes disease. J. B. Taylor, a to discover how delays can be avoided.
posed extension of the Santa Fe south prominent merchant of Chriesman, W. A. Whlteman has this position. medicinally or otherwise, you should
read the offer of the Hayner Distilling Seats on sale Wednesday, January 6,
frona Dodge City"wfil be constructed,
Through his efforts we have succeeded company
elsewhere in this paper.
as General Manager H. U. Mudge stat- Texas, says: "I could not eat because In securing
at Matson s Book and Stationary
If
better
service
and
train
ed would probably be done. It may be of a weak stomaqh. I lost all strength the eternal vlgilarre
Store.
now
we
are
that
weight.
run.
All
in
and
down
e
that
plan
to
extenu the traffic
Cured Consumption.
that the
can maintain schedules
to
resorting
money
B.
hope
could
do
cover
W. Evans, Clearwater, Kan.,
to
but all
Lira.
the western part of tue
schedule will be maintained. But
Santa Fe 11ns has not been brought to of recovery vanished. Hearing of some the
legislation could not make us any more writes: My husband lay sick for three
months; the doctors stated he had
a consummation.
wonderful cures effected by use of
The dispatch concerning the' Rock Kbdol, I concluded to try it. The first alert in this direction. We are doing quick consumption.
We procured a
Island negotiations with Union Pacific bottle benefited me, and
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup
THEY ALL SAY SO.
taking
after
and it cured him. That was six years
and Southern Pacific Interests is as four bottles I am fully restored to my
'
ago, and since then we always kept a
follows;
usual strength, weight and health." B. Not Only In Albuquerque but in Every bottle in the house. We cannot do Commencing Friday, February
13
City and Town In the Union.
&
Briggs
&
H.
S.
Co.,
Son.
and
Vann
THE FAMOUS
sources shows that
without it. For coughs and colds, it
from
If the reader took the time and has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1.00 botan alliance or an agreement of some
BASKET BALL.
trouble to sskhis fellow residents of tle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B.
sort has been entered into between the
Albuquerque the simple question given Ruppe.
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific in
o
terests on one band and the Rock Isl University Boys Win vast Night's below, he would obtain the one answer.
Game
with East From Minors.
Olympia Opera Company.
If he would read the statements now
and railroad on the other. The impor
tant points have been agreed upon, and The University boys carried off the being published in Albuquerque which Whoever loves gay, dashing operatic
an official announcement of the scheme honors in the basket ball game at Co- refer to this answer, it would surprise numbers sung by pretty women in gor
lombo hall last night with the Minors
40
40
PEOPLE
PEOPLE
is looked for in a few days.
him to note that they number so many geous costumes and by men who sing 40
"A director'of the Rock Island com- by one point. The game, which was As many more
sweetness
al
strength
with
of
the
and
may
be,
could
be,
and
Pretty Girls, Tuneful Music, Clever
pany after communicating with Daniel undoubtedly the best ever contested
most perfect voices, can scarcely fall
Comedians, Gorgeous Costumes.
G. Reid, today said that there was between the two rival teams, resulted published, but in the meantime ask the
delighted
Olympla's
being
with the
'something in the wind.' President in a score of 5 to 4. Excitement of the first person you meet what cures back at
Leeds of the Rock Island company is highest order prevailed in the enthusi ache? The answer will be Doan's Kid- this week. "Said Pasha," produced by The Leading Comic Opera Organization of the Country.
now in the west, but is expected back astic audience from the toss up until ney Pills. Here is a citizen who en them is full of bright music and they
give it adequate presentation.
Last
shortly. Messrs. Reid and Leffleds are the call of time. The Minors scored dorses our claim.
......RRBmmNTINO
reported to have represented the Rock 4 points on two baskets thrown from
Mrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First Sunday the company demonstrated in Friday Evening, Richard Stahl's Mastethe field, the University scored one street says: "One of my daughters "Said Pasha" their ability to provide
Island company together with
r-Bit
of Opera-BouffMoore, in the company's negotiating basket from the field, and made 3 suffered from bacKache for about eight a splendid operatic spectacle for the
points
on
free
throws
received
from
with the Union and Southern Pacific
or a year. Sometime it was so detection of music lovers. "Operatic
Interests. Judge Moore is chairman of called fouls. Umpire Strong, who months
bad that she was completely prostrat spectacle" is the proper description to
figured
game
prominently
by
in
the
the Rock Island company's finance
Saturday Evening,
Greatest of all
reason of his decisions, called many ed for a day or so at a time. I read apply to "Said Pasha" as the Olym . Cornice Operas, the
committee.
DeWolf Hopper
peoforty
pia's
produce
are
it.
There
Kidney
our
about
Albu
in
Doan's
Pills
opinroughness,
fouls
for
which
in the
"It Is a matter of common belief in
and Delia Foxs' Wonderfully
s
of
Wall street that the parties now in con- ion of the audience were not Justified. qucrque newspaper and thought If ple on the stage and
Successful and Infinitely
good
pretty
singers
girls,
Eleven
all
of
are
these fouls were called on they only performed half what they these
trol of Rock Island are being backed
Amusing.....
the Minors, while only two were called promised they might help my daughter The costumes sparkle and are so gor
by the First National bank." .
on the University. It would be impos- and we went to the Alvarado Phar geous as to easily convince one that
Talk About Strike.
President Ripley says that he be- sible to eliminate roughness in a game, macy for a box. In a remarkably short they were especially provided for the Grand Saturday Matinee, Andrew's
lieves there is no danger of a strike by when, tha smooth floor and close Quar time the medicine took effect and a production. New Orleans Item, Jan 6,
Famous Laughing Musical Hit,
the Santa Fe trainmen and conductors, ters as exist In the Colombo hall are continuation ot the treatment a little 1902.
who have made a demand for a 20 per consiuered. It is true that there was longer stopped
This big company is booked to ap
the backache. We are
cent increase in pay. He intimates considerable roughness In the game, pleased to
recommend Doan's Kidney pear at the Colombo hall for two
that the company Is willing to agree teams, theythe prevailing spirit in both Pills."
RRICKB
nights and a matinee, February 13 and
cannot be changed with inuopn a fair compromise wage, but says
25c, 50c and 75c
Matinee
tentional roughness. There were sev- ; For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 14.
that 20 per cent is too high.
50c, 75c and $1.00
Night
Co., Buffalo, N,
"There will be no trouble in making eral fouls, that for some reason were cents. Foster-MilburSeats on sale for entire engagement
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas' Eclect
a settlement with the trainmen," said not called by the umpire. Had they Y., sole agents for the United States.
A cut?
Use Dr. Thomas on Monday, February 9th, at 9 o'clock,
Mr. Ripley, "so long as they are rea- been called there would have undoubtRemember the name Doan's and take ric Oil.
at Matson's Book Store.
sonable, but a 20 per cent increase is edly been a different final score.
no other.
25 Eclectric Oil. At your druggists.
Of course there are always a number
too much for us to consider."
of kicks accompanying every game,
First Communion Class.
and laying aside all the unpleasant
F. Mandalarl, 8. J., is giving instruc- features the game was well played
tions to the Catholic children attend There was a most notlcable improve'
ing public schools and "possessing all ment In the rapidity and quickness in
the requisites for making their first the playing of the University team.
communion this year. These lnstruc- - And their Interference prevented the
It is not necessary to put your hand in the water.
tlons are given twice a week at 4 Minors from making the easy field
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
o'clock in the Immaculate Conception throws, which was their fortune in the
school building. Children wishing to previous game. The guarding on Uith
Call and see them
make their first communion should sides was excellent and toere were few
opportunities for a player to make a
join this class at once.
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
.
good throw from the field. The Minors
did not play their usual game of clever
Write us for prices
'goal throwing, but several times the
" brea,hf',a he
Is the cause of mere discomfort than
any other ailment If you eat the "V'.hJ
thewaskrt'
things that you want and that are good ti.Ur
,',"ckt V
difficulties,
since
gfateBt
r you. you are distressed. Acker's
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your di- - ?th University guards were always
un
t
"rong
Interference.
gestion
lniT,
and prevent dyspepsia ;"ere
and Its attendant disagreeable symp There was no visible improvement In
the
University
goal
throwing
over the
toms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tan-- latt game, while the ball was dangerout!,y
ncar
tn
baskx't
)
several times,
lets afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee, 21 cents. llnev were unable to' make good. Myers
me
one
Money refunded if you are not satis- tuiew
irom uie field, and two
'
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
fled. Send to us for a free sample. on free throws and Howie the other.
W. H. Hooker ft Co., Buffalo. N. Y. Holeman and Strumqulst of the Minors
113-110-11- 7
gonlh
Albuquerque, Vew Mexico
Street
J. H. O'ltlelly ft Co. and B. 1L Brtg each threw a goal from tue field. A
goal
Co.
A
was thrown by the University,
-
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AGENCYvr9

have secured the agency for the celebrated "GUNN" Sectional Book Cases, and are now carrying a sample assortment. They can be bought any size
many sections as needed. We have them in Golden Oak or Mahogany and are prepared to quote prices

as

on them.

V .

,

-

O. W4 STRONG & SONS

COLOMBO HALL

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 7.

(Incorporated)

Wool, Hides, Pelts

rimt

Telephone.

We handle

t

Company of Forty!
Prices SO, 75 and $1

-

an-anc-

was-don-

COLOMBO HALL
TWO NIGHTS

semi-offici-

Olympia"

Com-posltlo- n

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LA
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

IF YOU ARE A 8TRANGER
in a strange land and need a doctor,
do you ring the first doctor's bell you
see, or make careful inquiry? If you
bad to furnish the doctor's Instruments for an operation you would see
that they were of a good make, strong
and sharp. How about drugs,, the prescriptions, you long for him to effect
a cure with? You can't judge the quality of these, but must depend upon
the druggist's reputation. We are not
the "only druggists," but think our reputation will bear scrutiny.

ill!

.

COPYRIQHT,
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

Opera
Company

e

K. C. Baking Povider,

ill

Ib

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.

63.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

In

More! Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster,
Most Economical I Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.

Stock.
Lime,

First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

ADVERTISE

IN

THE

CITIZEN

DAILY

"SAID PASHA"

'OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

two-third-

L'.

"WANG"

B. PUTNEY.

WHOLESALE GROCER.

"OLIVETTE"

Carrie ttM Larmt
float Cstsaaive

Flour, O rain
nd Provisions.

but-wit-

Car Utt

tacfc !

StapleGroceHes

dalty .

athwrat.

FARn AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

Eagle Wlop Wringers

BUGGIES
CARRIAGES
SPRING WAGONS
S

Old

Hickory Farm Wagons

I

INDIGESTION

,

thX e.f.

MOWERS

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

..tL,i

AND RAKES

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

pe-jc-

-

.....WHITNEY
Ilrst

HARNESS and SADDLES
Our Trices Prove a Saving to You.

CO.....

Special

T

U.

TT.DUI7D
IVUiAJLIiJlV

Attention Given to Out of
Town Trade.
Write Us.

Albuquerque,
ff.
NewMexico
ULJJ.
X

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILV CIT1ZF.N SATURDAY FERRUAU
The Mysterious Visitor

CLASSIFIED ADS.

JUST RIGHT

7

1903

5

s

'

WHERE TO WORSHIP.

immnmiiiiimmiimtiimii

xx
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Note All classified advertisements Is Now Invading Many Homes
or ra't.r "liners." one cent a word for '
each insertion. Minimum charge for '
Congregational church, east end of
any classified advertisements, 15 cents. it Strikes Young and Old Who Are
The Groceries yon hvy here arc just right.
viaduct, W. J. Marsh, pastor PreachIn order to Insure proper classification '
Physically Weak and PredisThe best quality at a fair price.
ing services morning and evening at
an "liners" should be left at this of
S
posed to Oseate.
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
11 and 7:30 o'clock. Sunday school at
flee not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
.
10 a. m.
Junior
Endeavor
at
2:30
40-ce- nt
PERSONAL PrtOPERTY LOANS.
p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:30 p. m. All
ar& cordially Invited. Strangers especHeadquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket ana
ially
welcome.
i
House Furnishing Goods.
Christian Science. Services at Odd
Will cause" a satisfied smile wherever used.
On Furniture, Pianos, organs, Horses.
Sunday
11
Fellows
morning
hall
at
Remember the place and don't waste time in
Wagons and other Chattels, abo on
o'clock.
looking for these things.
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
Presbyterian church, Silver avenue
to twelve months time is given. Fortifies the Body, Cleanses the Clood, and Fifth street, T. C. Heattie, pastor
and Gives Strength to Resist
WLjout delay and strictly private.
Services at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.;
All Attacks.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
Y. P. S. C. E.. 6:45 p. m.; Sunday
214 W. Railroad Ave
OUR RATES before borrowing.
hocl, 10 a. in.; Junior Endeavor. 3
That mysterious vis, tor, "Url" Is
PRIVATE OFFICES,
now Invading many homes and strik- p. m. Miss Summers will sing solos at
OPEN EVENINGS.
ing down the young anil old who are both the morning and evening service.
We simply will not be beaten
. THE
All cordially Invited.
HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
weak or predisposed to disease.
In prices by any Carpet store In
Baptist
church,
Broadway
and
Lead
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
It is now well known that the distown.
305 West Railroad Avenue.
ease spreads rapidly to the various avenue, one block north of v!aduot,
FINE FURNITURE
It's a matter of pride with us,
members of the households, Into which Herman J. Powell, pastor, 313 South
MAKES FINE ROOMS
It has been Introduced. It accords with Arno. Hell 'phone A47. Yourself and
as well as of business and
WANTED.
' money making, to sell as low ss
the theory of Infection, also, that the friends are cordially Invited to the folWANTED Bright boy, about 15. in disease has usually atur-keIf you have a bedroom to furnish,
the per- lowing sei vlcrs: Bible school at
anyone, and we give better value
office;
small wbrps at first, chance sons liable to Infection. Dr. Richard
Special classes for young men
cither in whole or in part, you should
to learn good business and advance. Sisely, in his book on Epidemic
for the same money. Large buynot fail to take advantage of the rare
Morning worship with
and women.
P. O. box 5o. 69.
says the disease is almost en- preaching by the pastor at 11 a. m.;
ing, large selling tells the tale of
chance now offered by Futrelle & Co.,
WANTED A middle-agewoman as tirely propagated by Infection.
theme, "Work and Wages in the KingM
our success.
to buy the highest grade pieces at
In past wlntter seasons it has been dom." Solo by Mrs. Booth. Young
housekeeper.
Inquire at 216 Kail-roaspecial prices, much below the usual
We
Ingrain
have
Carpets
from H
fuuy and happily demonstrated that People's Union at 6:45 p. m. Evening
avenue.
rates. We want your trade, cash or
25o per yard upwards.
1 aine's
Celery Compound Is a tower song service and sermon by Major
WANTED Few experienceo. coal dig- of safety w hen grip is prevalent.
time. See our new line of carpets.
When John Milsaps. Music by the new male IS
Brussells Carpets from 50c per G
gers at Carthage coal mines. Ad- this scientific and health-givin(Mid-weemedi- quartet.
worship, Bible
yard
upwards.
H
dress A. H. Hilton, San Antonio, cine is used. It strengthens the nervous study and song and prayer, Wednes- In
w
r li
i
N. M.
centers of all the vital organs: It puri- day.
Welcome to friends "mxiixtxxxxxxxxxxmxxxxx;
txzxxtxxx
Co.
,
WANTED An experienced cook for a fies the bloood, regulates digestion, and strangers.
a healthy tone to the whole sysHighland Methodist church. South
family of five. Inquire at 415 Second gives
West EnJ Viaducl
tem, enabling young and old to feel se- Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sun.
ftvenue. ,
cure from the ravages of
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
day school at 10 a. m.; Kp worth LeaWANTED An experienced tree trim Weak, nervous, dyspeptic, anddisease.
ailing gue
i
6:45 p. m. Preaching at 11
mer. 916 Second evenue.
people will find In Paine's Celery Com a. m. at
and 7:30 p. m. A hearty welcome
FOR THE EPICURE
I
WANTED A position to cook. Call pound a true protector and shield to all. The choir has been thoroughly
from the dangers of grip. A trial of reorganized as a chorus and quartet.
at 316 Third avenue.
QUIOSEL & BOTHE, Proprietori
bottle will banish all existing There will be special music at each ser
there's nothing will make his eyes WANTED A position with a chance one
doubts.
vice.
Keyes
Mrs.
will
sing
a
In
solo
light up with pleasurable anticipation
by a strong young man with business
'
the morning, and Mrs. Keyes, Miss
abilities; no healthseeker.
like a fine, thick, Juicy and presuma
Address
Clayton, Mr. Glllett and Mr. Nash as a
"H. & li.," this office.
nuartet at night. Strangers specially
bly tender beefsteak. We cater sat
Color Jackets, Coats. Capes,
Invited.
isfactorily to the requirements of the WANTED Agents with knowledge of
Ribbons. Neckties. Wait
Church of Immaculate Conception
city trade; others may write; good Stockings will not fade or crock when
connoisseur perforce can nlease ev
riNrST WHI8KIE8. IV. PORTED A DOMESTIC WlNrt A COQNAC.
Sunday. February 8, early mass at 7
Inducements
to
responsible
parties.
dyed
with
Dyes.
Diamond
Direction a. m. High mass and sermon at 10
ery else In anything, everything and
Address Boyer Bitters Co.,
the Coolest and Hlgheit Grade of Lager eervtd. ..
book and 45 dyed samples free.
a. m. Rosary, instruction and benedican things in the meat line. Let us East Fifth street, Cincinnati,
Diamond
dyes,
imriington.
Ohio.
vt.
Finest
and Best Imported a id Domestic ICIgara .. .r"
p.
tion at 7:30
m.
please you.
WANTED Housekeeper and cook for
Owing to Mr. rten.son having been
cj0oeK)eKXKX)ex)eK)eK)exBXD
family of two. Apply 601 North
FIRST DISTRICT COURT,
called to Pueblo by the Illness of his
Second street.
daughter
there
will
be
no
in
services
Married
in Albuquerque, But Wife St.
WANTED Clean cotton rags for maJohn's church tomorrow. The SunWanta Divorce.
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
In the First district court for Santa day school will be held as usual at 10
Price 4 cents per pound.
Fe county, a petition for divorce was o'clock In the morning.
WANTED Men to learn barber trade filed by Nellie W. Clark aeainst Edear
A Visitor From Afar.
AT
Free transportation to St. Louis j. narK. bne says her maiden name
Major Milsaps will lecture In the
was Nellie Wade and she and Clark
New Orleans or San Francisco as we were
LIVINQ PRICES
married in Albuquerque March Salvation Army hall at 8 p. m., Februhave no college convenient; steady 12, 1900,
and lived together until Anrll ary 7, 1903. This Salvation Army ofIs a most important factor In the
practice, instructions, lectures, diplo 10, 1901, when she charges he abandon- ficer has seen much of
Ufa,
Jewelry worn, and best results are
mas given graduates. This special ed her and has since failed to provide having traveled extensivelywesternplains
EXTRA BARGAINS IN
the
btalned from artistic designs and
offer can only be had by writing ior ner. fc.ne asks that her maiden and mountains of the west from
Colotasteful settings.
be
name
Our rings,
restored.
Moler Barber College Representa
Iron Beds,
years
In the court for San Juan county two rado to California twenty-fivbrooches, pins, etc., are of that high
tive, Albuquerque, N. M.
ago.
Boom
scenes
In
early
day
mining
replevin
suits
have been brought
art and quality found only in JewL.ADIES to make aprons, dressing
camps are familiar to him.
elry of the finest make.
sacques and articles of wearing ap- against Sheriff James E. Elder. The
by
However, later, when the Spanish-Americais
first
Marietta
P. Wetherlll and Is
parel; no outfit to buy; no deooslt to
AND ESPECIALLY IN
recover a team of horses and one
war claimed the attention of
on work; good pay; stamped envel
Biirry.
The
is
second
brought
by
suit
the nation and sent thousands of our
ope ior particulars. Modern Supply
Oak Ranges
Frederick E. Hyde, Jr., and is to re- young men to the front, Major Milsaps
JEWELER.
jiud, liz East Thirty-firs- t
street, cover a blanket, rubber
buggy,
tired
Crockery, Granite-- '
, .
Chicago,
team of carriage horses and five head as the representative of the Salvation
Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.
Array
accompanied
General Merrltt to
of horses, all of the value of $1,100.
'
and Tinware
and S. F. P. Railroads.
FOR RENT.
the Philippine Islands on the steam- COMING EVENTS.
sip "Newport." One and a half years
FOK KENT Large, nicely furnished
of battle scenes and other Interesting
room, bath, connections; to gentleEASY PAYMENT&.
February 7 The "Telephone Girl" incidents gave the major
much of in
THIRD STKEET
man or gentleman and wife; close at Colombo ball.
,
.
tr rest to remember.
in; 511 West Marquette avenue.
February
Olympla Opera comOur community will be treated to a
New and Second Hand Goods, Bought, ..
pany
Colombo
at
FOR RENT Five-roohall.
brick cottage
lecture entitled "With the Troops In
Sold and Exchanged.
17
February
Santa Fe Pacific Hose the Philippines," on the evening of
and stable, clean and well arranged;
rent reasonable to right parties. H. company ball at Colombo hall.
Ferbuary 7, 1903. He will also lead
February 19 Orpheus Concert com Salvation Army soul saving services.
N.
Packert, 901 Eighth avenue.
An kinds
pany at Library building.
Meals FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for February 27 A ball given by the All day Sunday, the 8th of February:
light housekeeping, 522 West Rail- International Association of Machin 11 a. m., holiness meeting; 3 p. m.,
'
117 GOLD AVENUE.
r
Army Jollification, and at 8
STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
road avenue. Inquire in the brick ists, Rio Grande lodge. No. 131, at Co- Salvation
p. m., "The Power and Joy of the
part.
lombo hall.
Christlon Life." The public is invit8
February
Catholic mis
to attend.
FOR SALE.
sion at Immaculate Conception church edSaturday, February 7,
(
KLtllNWUKI,
at 8 p. m., the
by Rev. Father Barry.
major
will
army hall,
FOR
SALE
In
lecture
the
From
luO
to
one
hives
of
MASONIC BUILDING.
N. THIRD 8TRHV
March 2 Schubert Symphony club 113 West Lead avenue.
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520 quartet
Colombo hall.
at
Sunday, February 9, at the Baptist
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189;
March 28 "The Keltlea," forty mu ihurrh, corner of Broadway and East
can also Inquire of J. L. Altheimer.
tsicians, at Colombo hall.'.
Lead avenue, at 8 p. m.
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
U
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
S.
W. L.
Aluminum house numbers; three for
throughout; close to business center the new blacksmithbracket.
for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pe- ka
Depository
on Copper avenue, 25 cents. See C. A. Hudson, Second
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this between Second and
Third avenues, avenue.
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
office.
PRESCRIPTIONS !
guarantees
on
perfect satisfaction
FOR SALES Several hundred pounds every horse shod and every buggy and
AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT.
Authorized Capital
.
$500,000.00
(:.)
ot old papers, good for wrapping wagon repaired. Has just received a
Cerrillos lump goes
LICIIT.
farther
Paid
up
Capital,
Surplus
and
profits
$200,000.00
purposes,
,
cheap. Address, The
COOL.
new rubber tiring machine. Give him than any other coal, but costs the
Mutual Telephone 43.
0FFIC2RS AND DIRECTORS:
Easy to Wear,
Albucuerque, N. M.
a trial and you will never go elsewhere same. $5 per ton. Hahn.
Retain!
No. 303 West Railroad Avenue
Toshua S. Kaynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice presl- for anything In his line of work.
Severest
PATENTS.
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
Hernia
Rio
&
Albuquerqu, N. H.
Grande System
Denver
PATENTS Protect youMdeasTno al
Mellnl & Eakln, wholesale liquor
Iwilh Contort.
II. F. Raynolds,
McMillan.
lowance; no fee; consultation free; dealers, are the distributing agents for
SANTA FE BRANCH.
established 1864.
Milo B. Stevens two of the most popular brands of botTime Table No. 71.
& Co., 891 14th St., Washington. .
tled beer In the work' St. Louis A. B.
(Effective
Monday, January 26, 1903.)
C. Bohemian, king of ill bottled beers.
MONUMENTS.
and Schlitz's, the beer that made Mil East Hound
West Hound
All kinds of stone and marble work. waukee famous. Family trade solicitNo. fib
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor- ed. Goods delivered to all parts of the No. 420
"7:05 am Lv.. .Santa Fe. ..Ar 6:00 pm
SiKPLE AND CLUB BOOL
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. city free of charge. Melinl
Eakln, 8:115 ami
Ebpanola
2:45 pm
H. Q. MAURLNO & CO.
111 South First street.
Finest
1:25 pm
lu: 15 pm
Embudo

Our

SNN

Coffee

HONEY TO LOAN

f

I A. J.

FABlC,

ALBLKI

Paine's Celery
Compound

Our Prices Crush

..COMPETITION.

MALOY,

9:50-10:5-

Inllu-enza,-

"

g

v

7:30-8:30-

Futrelle Furniture

ZEIGER CAFE

'1'

BAR AND

DIAMOND DYES

339-34-

CLUB

I

ROOMS

1

.

Wm. Farr

1;

FURNITURE

All flMAlcr

decorative tittect

is

Mpl

e

n

T. Y. MAYNARD

tir-

111-

.

Meat Market

Springs

andiMattresses

Charter

;

ware

13-1- 4

Borradaile & Co.

rrcsh and sail

tmiL

-

AisltRICAN
SILVER

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

DTTnnrn

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

TRUSS.

one-thir-

d

C1U-sen-

AB.

TH 1ST.

ELMO

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

120 W.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND
Old Phone 247

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

J. H. O'RIELLY &

Flour, Feed, Provisions. May
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

:

CO.

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

Goods.
LIODORS.

Free Delivery to all

Sole agents for 5an Antonio

SELLING OUT AT COST!

Line.

Parte of the City.

this week only our complete line of Ladies'
Purses, Pocket Books and Bill Books. Now
isthetimetobuy35 to 80 per cent discount

North Third Street

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEFT AND METAL WORKS
T. O. AflES, Proprietor.

I.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order

All Kind
315 SECOND

3:35 pm . . .Tres Piedras... 10:30 pm
8:10 pm
6:35 pm!
Antonito
8: GO prnl
6:40 pm
Alamosa
3:05 am
1:37 am
Pueblo
7: 15 amAr. . . Denver ...Lv 9 30 pm

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

I--

L

O'Rielly & Co.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
5 Old Phone 188
New Phone 216 5
rewtrsiz-ivmvrsYstrrsvsYt
:i 'arms -

2

Trains east leave Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday. Trains west arrive Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Vtta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
for .Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
C'rccdc and all points in the San Luis
valley.
At Salida with main Hue
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west including Leadville and narrow gauge points between Saltda and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold ampB of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
in standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can have berths reserved on application.
A. S. BARNEY,

-

orse-ces-

?

3. K. HOOPER,

G.

will Interest every clothing buyer in town.

am bound to move my
winter stock out of the house if prices will do it. Can't tell you much
about it here, but

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:
ana

$25

Suit" for:T7.TT.T. . .7.

77T77". 77777

."77.".

$10 and $18 Suit for
$12

and

$15

Suit for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit for

$20 and $25 Overcoats for

,

$18 Overcoats for
$12 and $15 Overcoats for

....M.
3ESZE

.

$15.00
11.50
9.00
7.00
1C.50

12.50
9.00

MANDELL.,..

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.

Act. Gen. Agt.,

Santa Fe, N. M.
P. A., Denver, Colo.

I

.
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Ayers

Member of Baca Family
at Las Vegas.
The death of Hon. Tomas C. do
Baca at 3 o'clock this morning marked
the demise of one of the oldest ami
most respected citizens of Las Vegas,
and his death will be regretted by the
whole territory, says the Optic.
Deceased was a lineal descendent of
Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Baca, one of
the first Europeans to set foot on New
Mexican soil, and the chronological
history of his Illustrious family dates
back to the twelfth century. San Ml
guel county has been his home since
boyhood and he has served the peo
ple In positions of trust and respon
sibility. He leaves a widow and six
sons to mourn his taking off, which
was the more hard to bear from the
fact that he was Just convalescent
from a severe attack of typhoid fev
er, and hopes were entertained of a
speedy recovery when pa' alysls of the
brain set in, causing death almost before the family were aware of the relapse.
Six sons remain to continue the
name In American history, they being
Hon. Manuel C. di Baca, ex territorial
superintendent o'. public instruction;
and a prominent member of the terriC. do Baca, whose
torial bar,
editorial waitings have created stirs
in the political Armament, and who Is
now deputy probate cler.c of San Miguel county, and Nlcaslo, Daniel,
and Antonlno Baca, all of
whom are highly respected and prosperous citizens.
Mr. Baca was 71 years of age at the
time of death. The date of the funeral
has not yet been set.
Prominent

Cherry Pectoral
quiets tickling throats,
hacking coughs, pain in
the lungs. Your doctor

will explain this. He
knows. Trust him. We

DUNBAR'S

,f.c

TV";

Dead

"

(t

.

Life out of doors and out of the games which they play and the enjoyment
which they receive and the efforts which the y make, comes the greater part of that
healthful development which is so essential to their happiness when grown. When
a laxative la needed the1 remedy which is given to them to cleanse and sweeten and
strengthen the internal crptna on which it acts, ehould be such as physicians would
sanction, because its component parti are known to be wholesome and the remedy
itself free from every ol jec'Jonable quality. The one remedy which physicians and
cprove and recommend and which the little ones enjoy,
parent3,
because of its pleasant Caver, its gentle action and its beneficial effects, is Syrup
cf Figs and for the same reason it is the only laxative which should be used by
fathers and mothers.
Syrup of Figs is the only remedy which acts gently, pleasantly and naturally
without griping, irritatinj, or nauseatinjj r.nd which cleanses the system effectually,
wiihout producing that constipated habit which results from the use of the old-ticathartics and modern invitations, and against which tho children should be so
carefully guarded.
If you would have them grow to manhood and womanhood,
strong, healthy and happy,' do not give them medicines, when medicines are not
needed, and vhen nature n?;d3 assistance in the way of a laxative, give them only
tho sir-pipleasant and gentle Syrup of Fig3.
Its quality is clue not enly to the excellence of the combination of the laxative
principles cf plants with pleasant aromatic syrups and juices, but also to our
original method cf manufacture and as you value the health of the little ones, do
not accept ar.y of the substitutes which unscrupulous dealers sometimes offer to
i:icr;a?e their profits. I'leass to remember, the full name of the Company
CALirCHNIA FIG SYRUP CO. - is printed on the front of every package. In
order to get its beneficial
; .
effects it is always neces- ;.
sary to buy the genuine
only.
For sale by all re-f''ij
.
r-i- .
liable druggists.
H.,'?' '

The

ESTATE
COLUMN
NEW TELEPHONE,

The Children Enjoy

No. 493.
Money to Loan on uooa Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of

A.

Interest

FOH RENT

furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
send doctors our formula.
stahle, up to date; Third street.
FOR RENT 6 room brick, on South
it
have
tested
Doctors
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Railfor 60 years.
road avenue; $18 per month.
.
FOR RENT
Racing at Ingletlde.
'!.
adole, corner
San Francisco, Feb. 7. The racing
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
v
sceae was transferred today to Ingle-idFOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
A
.:
where it will continue up to and
Market; $12.
''i'.-'28,
including February
after which date
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
.''
ttia meeting will be resumed at Oakhouses; modern improvements;
6
land. As In former years the Iftgleslde
rooms each, at $20 per month.
meeting opens with the $10,000 Burns
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
handicap. The event Is well filled and
.'''
locations.
the proupccts are bright for a successful race.
FOR SALE Fine place;
frame house, corner Third street
Sick headacne aosoiutely anfl permaand Raca avenue; price, $1,600.
nently cured by using Mokl Tea. a
FOR SALE New cement built house,
"
constipapleasant herb drink. Cures
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
tion and Indigestion, mal.es yo-- j eat,
and
in every respect; 8
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
rooms and bath room; brick side25c
money
and
or
back
ruarantoed
walk, Rluher system, on corner.
60c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co., BufPrice, $5,500.
falo. N. Y., for free sample. J. H.
O'RIelly 6c Co. nod B. H. BHggs &
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
Co.
a corner near shops; lots 50x142
o
t.A-.yfeet. Price, $1,100.
New Road to Coke Region.
FOR SALE Comer lot, 50x100 feet,
Baltimore. Md., Feb. 7. The report
Bucklcn's Arnica Salve.
HazeHlne avenue and Third street.
Is confirmed taat the Baltimore & Ohio
com
most
The best and
famous
lyCZ
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead averailroad plans the construction of a pound In the world to conquer aches
nue and First street.
cut off road from Wheeling. W. Va., and kill pains. Cures. cuts, heals burns,
FOR SALE
through Greene county, Pennsylvania, and bruises, subdues Inflammation,
brick house, 2 lots
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
to the Fayette county coke region. The masters piles. Millions of loxes sold
new road will mean much to Wheeling, yearly. Works wonders in bolls, ulcers,
$1,800. A bargain.
Waynesburg and the coke manufac- felons, skin eruption. It cures or no
FOR SALE Lodging hous 16 rooms
Wheeling
years
has been pay. Z5c at an drug storess.
turers. For
at a bargain.
clamoring for a short .ine through to
FOR
SALE Good business lots on
the coke regions. The new road will
Sewell Memorial.
Gold avenue.
Washington, Feb. 7. Representative
shorten the present route fifty miles.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
JtfU
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey, has
avenue and Third street.
A Mother's Recommendation
completed arrangements for. the me
Cough
FOR
I have used Chamberlain's
SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
morial
to be held in the
Remedy for a number of years and house ceremonies
street at a bargain; house and stable
f
comtomorrow
in
afternoon
have no hesitancy in saying that it is
on land about three miles out; will
the best remedy for coughs, colds and memoration of the life and public serv-icesell for part cash and balance at 8
of
J.
late
Senator
William
the
croup I Lave ever used in ray family.
per cent.
Representative Dalzell, of
Sewell.
I have not words to express my confiFOR SALE: On a desirable corner in
dence in this remedy. Mrs. J. A. Pennsylvania, and other members of
OLD CONTRACTOR KILLED.
railroad. Shafts were being sunk in was associated with Col. J. S. Hamp-so- n
Fourth ward,
brick house,
Moore, North Star, Mich. For sale by the senate and house who were per
open cuts, ami it was into one of
in the work about Monterey, Mex.,
with bath room and all modern conall druggists.
sonally acquainted with the late sen W. W. Price Accidentally Met Death in the
these that Mr. Price fell. He died after and superintended most of the conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
ator will deliver addresses setting
Mercador Tunnel.
Relief for Finland Famine.
a
few hours' suffering. The dead con- struction work on the Cuernavaca &
cement sidewalks and lawn.
long
career
forth
of
the
deceased
the
Word
reached
Paso
the
El
other
7.
New
Dr.
York.
Louis
Feb.
tractor formerly lived at El Paso. He Pacific railroad.
FOR SALE On North First street,
Klopsch saned today for Finland to in the United States senate, and his night of the death of W. W. Price, a
frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
constitin
work
behalf
of
vcluable
his
In
visit the famine centers
contractor well known In that city and
the northfor
$1,100;
can be b.iught on installgovernment.
thr?
ern and northeastern provinces, and uents and
all over Mexico. Mr. Price met death
ments if purchaser desires.
to
with the Finnish central
accidentlly the early part of this week
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
relief committee at Helslngfors in reIf you are troubled
with Impure in the Mercador tunnel, now under
lief measures. It Is expected that the blood. Indicated by sores, pimples, construction on
woolen mill; also some acreage on
the Mexican National
relief fund raUed In this country headache, etc.. we would recommend
North Fourth street.
through the efforts of Dr. Klopsch will Acker's Blood E.lxer, which we sell unFOR SALE
brick house and
reach $100,000.
der a positive guarantee. It will albath room; good stable, chicken
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic poihouse, wind mill aud tank and plenty
A Legacy of the Grip.
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN
RIO GRANDE & SANTA FE
sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
Is often a
system. Weak- and $1. J. H. O'RIelly & Co. and B. H.
ness, nervousness, lac. of appetite, en Brlggs & Co.
is a snap.
The finest line of Liquor and Clgait
ergy and amoltlon, with disordered
THE POPULAR LINE TO
All patrons and friends cordially lnl
FOR SALE llriek house, 8 rooms.
liver and kidneys often follow an at
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch 1
Skater in Competition.
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woo- d
tack of this wretched disease. The
Montreal, Quebec, Feb. 7. Fifty of served every day.
feet. In Highlands. Price, $1,800.
greatest need then Is Electric Bitters, the fastest skaters of Canada and the
Springs,
Aspen,
Grand
Junction,
BALLING,
Salt
Lake
STEVE
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
the splendid tonic, lood purifier and United States took part today In
Proprietor.
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
the
North Fourth street; bath room;
regulator of stomach, liver and kidLos Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, Seattle, and also
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
neys. Thousands have proved tha opening races for the annual skating
walks.
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
they wonderfully strengthen the ncr championships of the Amateur Skating
yes, build up the system, and restore association of Canada and the NationFOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
....TOWNS
ANDMININO
to health and good spirits after an at al Skating Asociation of America. The
CAMPS....
good, highly cultivated land, with
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
tack of grip. If suffering, try them. speedy fellows come from New York,
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Only 50c. Perfect satlsfp.ction guar- New England, Ontario, Quebec, ManiThe Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resort. The only
Good house and stable. The place
Sole
Agents
Lernp'
by
Standard
for
Beer.
druggists.
anteed
all
toba, Minnesota and other points.
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast.
is in a fine location, near Mountain
o
Among them are Harley Davidson,
Road; was formerly called the Mid-valCHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
For G. A. R. Encampment.
Through
Sleeping
Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
property; will be sold cheap.
San Francisco, Feb. 7. Preparations of Toronto, who holds the world's rec213 South Second Street.
Creek, Leadville, Cleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
for the Grand Army of the Republic's ords from 100 yards to a half mile;
City,
Ogden,
Portland,
San
Francisco
and
Los
Angeles.
good lodging and boarding house.
national encampment in this city next Peter Sinnirud, oT New Jersey, holder
august are rapidly assuming definite of the world's amateur mile record;
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
form. The state legislature now In De Bellefleur, the Rat Portage skater
with oath room, furnished; in Highsession Is expected to appropriate $25,- - who scooped up many prizes at prevA. S. HUGHES. Gen. Traffic Man.
lands; splendid location; trees, staJ. A. EDhON, Manager,
mo towards the expenses of entertain
ious tournaments; Johnny Netlson, of
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; termr,
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.
ing the veterans and this sum will be Minn' apolis; J. K. McCullough, of
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
cash $50j, balance on installments
augmented by local subscriptions. Let Winnipeg,
IN THE CITY.
BEST
of
by the month, at 6 per cent interest,
ters of Inquiry are lieing received dailv Norway. and Pedler
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
until pal a.
from ail parts of the country and from
The annual events scheduled for the
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
all indications the encampment will be
Any
Price.
at
Order
Short
we'l attended, despite the great dis tournament are: 220 yards, 880 yards,
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
tar.ee some of the veterans will have one mile, three miles. 880 yards (back
and all modern improvements, in a
1882
1903
(12
220
to travel.
yard hurdles, half mile
ward),
fine location. Price, o,500.
years and under), one mile (15 years
FOR S LE The Kimball place, on
btid under.)
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
The professional events comprise
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Agents
Goods,
Sole
for
Casino
Canned
championbhips
at half
the world's
Price, $2,250.
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
mile, one mile and three miles,
ft
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Granite Flour.
Third street, between Tijeras roaa
The scratch of a pin may cause the
and Marquette avenue; good locaStaple
and
Fancy Groceries
loss of a limb or even death when blood
tion for business.
poisoning results from the injury. All
214 South Second Street
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
danger of this may be avoided, how Ullsboro Creamery Butter Best on
IN CONNECTION. WITH THE
park, on West Copper avenue, good
ever, by promptly applying ChamberEarth.
brlcii uouse, with all modern imlain s Pain Balm. It Is on antiseptic
provements and will be sold cheap.
aud unequalled as a quick healing lini- Order Solicited.
Free Delivery
ment for cuts, brulBes and burns. For
FOR SALF;
.RUNS.
orlck house near
sale by all druggists.
shops, with good stable and other im
provements, on a corner; will be sold
Shipper Complains of Rate.
at a bargain.
Kansas City, Feb. 7. The interstate
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
commerce commission nu-- t here today
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
and listened to the complaint of Gilbert
"THE KASTEST EVER"
Cerrillo and Gallup Domestic Lump
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
to most women ii a term of
Harr that the Chicago. Burlington & Coal, $5.00 per ton.
anxiety, bcrious thought
.TO....
Quincy Railroad company imposes
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
per
Nut,
$7.50
Anthracite
ton.
nd tweet anticipation.
higher rates on car load shipments
North Fifth street; $1,000; good lo
Anthracite, larger size, $7.75 per
With the cessation of pain
City,
St.
of live stock for the shorter than the
Memcation.
necessary to childbirth,
ton.
longer distances.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
there comes calm nerves,
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
West Coal avenue; also some good
sleep and recuperation.
RING WORM AND DANDRUFF.
ranches for sale.
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
Call on Agent for full Information
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boardThey Are Each Caused by a Pestifer avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
MOTHER'S
ou Germ.
ing house In a good location and cenA. N. BROWN. C. P. A., E. P. - N.E. System, El Paso, Texa.
Telephones:
trally situated, near depot and shops.
Ring worm and dandruff are some
Automatic, 416 and
FRIEND
In their origin; each is 267; Bell, 45.
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
does diminish the pain accompanvi:ic what similar
by a parasite. The germ that
avenue and Seventh street.
maternity. With its aid mothers can and caused
dandruff digs to the rout of tin
FOR SALE G room brick house; lot
do briug beallby, sweet dispositiotied causes
saps
vitality,
causing
full
hair,
its
and
nd ideal babies luto the world.
50x142 feet; $1,500.
SP3LLS I
-Wiih
The Oreat Republican FOR SALE
fMorning sicVness, sore breasts and ex- ing hair, and, finally, luMm-sshouse, North Secnever
would
be
bald
dandruff
there
out
M.
cruciating pains caused by the gradually
L,t
Pap.r of America.
.JUKI VI I K I Nl.l IMi
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
expanding organs, are relieved by tin ness, anil to cure dandruff it is neces
.... I .1 ..
with
FOR SALE Brick house,
sary to kill the germ. There lias been
It ru.
penetratiug uud rtlaing liniuieut.
The Great News-pap2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
Anion? the manifold aids to childbirth no hair preparation that would do this
'
'"
of the World
rHr ... '!:. Ilrf f. I...
FOR BALE
frame house on
Mother' Friend has grow n in jiopularity until the discovery of Newbru's Heipl
Lr
I
l.-- i,
It. i.
VH.
nd gained a prestige among nth women cine, which positively kills tho dan
I
.
...
t
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
allays
germ,
itching
welcomed
i
instantly
druff
und
a well as poor; it found tnd
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
makes hair glossy and soft as silk. At
in the mansion as well as in the cabin.
brick bouse and stable, modern imeipial
Daily
a
at
Almost
to
price
the
of
Weekly.
a
no
By lessen in. the mother's agony of miud all druggists.
Take
The latest telegraphic
substitutes
MEN AND WOMEN.
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
nddiuiiuiahing pain a beautiful influence There is nothing "jusl as good."
pans
every
I "m V.x ii I T niirinfii.ui
oi uie orm
iuiiii an
Tuesday and Friday. Full and
tm list j, i ml m in at it hi h
wind mill and tank; will be sold
"Hold by leading druggists.
is wrought upon the child, and instead of
A
Market
Reports.
Send
variety
of
Interesting
instructive
and
reading
ll
tit'tliiilia tr
at,ia
cheap.
and tickly forms you 10c in stamps fur sample to Tho Her
.t in
peevibb,
ii .
fur
every
of
family.
the
member
Vnequaled
a
Newspaper
as
and Home
froivnU (iiBtavlM).
Phi,!,.- - mi in.l ..i,,,,'
have he:iltliy, laughing humanity, remain-inpli ldc Co.,
Mich. 11. 11. Briggs
IVANSCHEMf
CO.
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMI'LE COPIES FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 room
nt i i..,...r,. i:.
a bl"Mti'; ever to you and its country. b Co., special ugcuts.
Gooi location; cheap.
MiHhi
l'HEE.
i.oo.
AH
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Job
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Office

five-roo-

The Citizen Job

"'A

Office is prepared to

km

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.

.

i.1

Mail orders

7

mers given special

attention.

Blanks
of airkinds on hand
nv.nin?,r3il estate
and

The Latest
Type Faces
in

lor cards, circulars, g
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

The ICEBERG

e

Coney Island

RESTAURANT

blanks,,

These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

run-dow-

The North Pole Saloon

loan

five cents each.

s

Denver & Rio Grande System

for

custo-

out-of-to-

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does..

V-AL-

00

Pratt &

F. G.

STORK
TIME

7i

0 0

THE

Co.

Roek Island System
DAILY TRAINS

W. H. HAHN

m

0

0

2 TO THE NORTH

COAL DEALER

Kansas

AND EAST

2

Louis, Chicago or

Blank
Books
The CITIZENj;is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
Binding
Books,

magazines,
pamphlets, catalogues, etc., bound
in any 6tyle lowest
rates. Satisfaction

phis and Principal Points.
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THE GLOBE PRINTING CO., St. Louis, Mo.

E. H DUNBAB.

We
Never

Disappoint
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SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
we desire patronage, and we
guarantee
baking..
8. Firat St.,
Albuquerque, N.
first-clas- s
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OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Land Office Business.
Homestead Entries Noberto Ilernal,
of Wagon Mound, 160 acres of land in
Mora county; Jose Crespln Chavez, of
Shoemaker, 160 acres of land In San
Miguel county; Jose B. Medina, of Sanchez, 160 acres of land in San Miguel
county.

Staple and
Fancy Groceries

oooo

Fle

oeoooa

....

.

1

Land Selected.
The Santa Fe Pacific Railroad com
Dealer in
pany has selected 640 acres of land In
Colfax and Mora counties in lieu of
land surrendered to the United States
government in the San Francisqo
mountains which will be attached to
206
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE the forest reserve. The land selected
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
is in township 23 north, range 23 east
E. C. Manning has surrendered land
to the government to be attached to
the Pecos river forest reserve and in
lieu has selected 40 acres of land In
HOTEL CLAIRE...
alencia county in township 3 north.
range
east.
SANTA rFE, N. M
Tendency of the Times.
PfSOOF,
ELECTRIC
The tendency of medical science Is
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
toward preventive measures. The best
thought of the world is being given to
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
the subject. It Is easier and better to
BATHS AND
SANITARY
prevent than to cure. . has been fully
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
demonstrated that pneumonia, one of
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
me most dangerous diseases that medFOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
ical men have to contend with, can
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
be prevented by the use of Dr. ChamPLAN- berlain's Cough Remedy. Pneumonia
results from a cold or from an
utu, t. tLLla, a always
attack of influenza (grip), and It has
Proprietor and Owner.
ieen solved that this remedy counter
acts any tendency of these diseases toward pxieuniouia. This has been fully
proven in many thousands of cases
In whirti this remedy has been used
Railroad Time Tables during
the years, and can be relied
upon with Implicit confidence. Pneumonia often results from a slight cold
when no danger Is apprehended until
It Is suddenUy discovered that there
Is fever and difficulty in breathing and
pains In the chest, then it is announced
that the patient has pneumonia. P.e on
the safe side and take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy as soon as the cold is
contracted. It always cures. For sale
Ly all druggists.

LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, ChiraRO Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m

'

y

.W A
R iPtri

k

J. A.-- SKINNER

On tnect INiov. 1, 1902.)
ARR1V E FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15 p.m.
No.7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. I, California Limited. . . .10:60 w.m.
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From the Record.
Mi. J. H. Swallow, wife of the con
ductor, is reported quite 111 with an
attack of pleurisy.
bheriff jose H. Lucero, of Pona Ana
county, arrived In the citv from I.as
Cruces on business connected with his
office.

The committee soliciting subsrrln- tions to build the wagon road from El
Corazon to this city are meeting with
good success and it is highly probable
the road will be built in the near
future.
A. I). Higgins has entered
No.8,Cbloapo Express
6:45p.m.
suit
against the Southwestern Savings,
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express
8:15 p.m. Loan & Huilding association to have
Nr. S, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m. certain moneys distributed according
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m. to their by laws. The plaintiff is the
No. 7 wlU carry mall from the east owner of stock in the association and
and No. fl from the west
claims the money has not been distrib- ,The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited uted as the by laws require.
and they arrive dally.
A child recently died in the old town
diphtheria, and two girls of the
Local freight No. 89, going aouth.
family who are employed in private j
carries passengers,
r. h. MYERS. Agent. families on this side as well as a bus!- k

I

ness man of this side, attended the
burial and visited the family desnite
me iact tnat tney had been warned by
a physician not to do so, and after the
Mineral the girls attempted to return
to work, but were told by their em
ployers that they could not do so for
two weeks at least, but the man Is at
his place of business every day. The
quarantine oruinance might be applied
wnn gooa enect in this case.
From the Optic.
Mrs. Frank Springer has leen very
sick.
Mrs. R. G. McDonald Is reported seriously ill at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. T.

J.

.Ray wood.

A dispatch received this morning
suiies mat Juan a. l.arrazolo, son of
U. A. Larrazolo, down at Mesilla Park
is much Improved and rapidly recover
lng from a surgical operation.
The different parties who scattered
through the country in different directions looking for the hold-upa- ,
yester- uay. nave an returned to the city, discouraged. The robbers seem to have
pocketed their tracks.
ine rour children of H. O. Coors
have been down with scarlet fever, and
the house strictly quarantined, almost
ever since they established their temporary residence in Los Angeles, Cal.
However, the danger point has now
been passed In each case and th littl
folk are on the road to recovery. Mrs.
Coors happily took Maggie Burns, the
nurse, with her on her trip with her
family to California.
Cut this out and take it to any drug
store and get a free sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
the best physic. They cleanse and In
vigorate the stomach, Improve the appetite and regulate the bowels. Regular size, 23c, per box.
o
SANTA

FE.

From the New Mexican.
Captain W. E. Dame, of Albunuer- qtie, clerk of the court of the Second
judicial district, and formerly a resident of this county, Is greeting friends
nere.
Mrs. W. H. Greer, of I)( mlng. who
arrived In town with Mr. Greer Monday last, has been seriously indisposed
during nearly the entire week with a
severe attack of tonsilltis and will be
unable to attend the reception by the
Governor an 1 Mrs. Otero at the executive mansion this evening. Mrs. Greer
is slightly improved today but It will
be several days before she will be able
to leave her ajrartment at the Palace
hotel.
The Methodist church has made application for a loan from the Hoard of
Trade Extension society at Philadelphia, and in reply the Rev. Dr. A. P.
Morrison has received a letter from the
secretary of the board saying that the
loan cannot be made just at this time
on account of the fact tliat other
churches throughout the land have
been making loans from this board up
Into the hundreds of thousands of dot
ar8 and have not paid their overdue
loans, and therefore the loan fund is
not In a position to respond to the ap-o- f
plication until some of these loans are
paid, but it Is thought that it will only
be a few months until some of them

are paid

up. The congregation is now
contemplating finishing up the basement of the new church and worship
ing in it temporarily until they can
complete tne upper story.

president of the national federation,
No tuberculosis preservaline or colwill preside-ove- r
the sessions. Tomor- oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
row morning the delegates will attend
services at the cathedral, where mass
Orders taken for every known mak
will be celebrated by Bishop Moeller.
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
A Liberal Offer.
Tin, gaivanizea iron na coppei Hardware con'- wy.
The undersigned will give a free work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
Mrs. Dnmoini, at Her parlors, Vo
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
'.05 South First street, over the Hyde
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a
Exploring Expitlon store. Is prepared
remedy for disorders of the
Plumbing.
stomach, biliousness or constinntinn
We have added a plumbing depart- tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
ThlB is a new remedy and a good one. ment and tin shop to our business. hair dressllng, treat corns, bunlouf
ah aruggist8.
When you have anything In this line and Ingrowing nails. She gives masto be done see us about It before plac- sage treatment and manicuring. . Mrs.
Catholics in Convention.
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard- Pambinl's own preparations of comColumbus. Ohio. Feb. 7. Mnnv ,toio. ware company.
plexion cream builds up the skin and
gates are arriving for the third annual
improves the complexion, and are
convention of the Ohio Federation nf
F. A. jones, E. M., C. E.
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
Catholic Societies.
The federation
Consulting Mlnln EniH
movement has obtained great henrtunv Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve) also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
among the Catholic societies of Ohio
Amuquerque, n. 1.1.
out; restores life to dead hair: re
and the present convention promises
Correspondence solicited.
moves moles, warts and superfluous
to lie largely attended. T. B. Minahan,
FOtt JAE Old papers, 25 rents per hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which sh
I'trt.'.ri. at th Citizen offce.
to prevent pneumonia and consumption Is to cure your cold when It first
appears. Acker' English Remedy will
stop the cough in a night, and drive
the cold out of your system. Always a
quick and Jure cure for asthma, bron-chltand all throat and lung troubles)
If It does not satisfy you the druggist
will refund your moiev. Wrlt it, ,.a
for free sample. W. 11. Hooker & Co..
Huiralo, N. Y. j H. O Klelly & Co. anu
H. Briggs
Co.
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Second street, Detwoen Railroad and
Copper avenue
Horses and Males bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale. Feed and
Tansfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS

IN

THE

CITY
'

Address W. L. TRIMBLE it CO,
Albuouerque, N. M.
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i;nu kiy annrneo.
Ueiit fat once.
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8
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Urii'"'ict.
C.LY bKui UKHS, 6(1 Vt &rrtu btrucl, Ktw i urk.

Poor Indeed

re those weighed down v mental depression.
Men rise in iliia
111 rough
buoyant nerve Line. world
The losa of this lotce daily drugs
down to failure aome of Hie woilds
brightest minds, hwh a condition is
commonly kuowuaa Nervous Debility,
When you lose aelf . nixlcrice aud
feel your alrength, enrry and nerve
force are 1ipiiiis; away, it is high time
you seek sensible aid.
You j.rrfrr health aud success to

misery aud failure.

have no equal as a nerve restorer. A
couple of lioxes will div..-- that heavy
feeling; the unnatural vv aruiesa dis
aptiearsatid rrplares languor with new
force and vigor of loly :id brain, biz
hoaea will cure any ordinary case of
nervous debility. If not, ju get your
money baik.
. a t. e- -. ort m,n.rf (
SI Tin
I plain
patkKe. ' lto'k t"-efEAL
MElICINB LCI.. rirveUin unicv
& Co.
sale by ii. 11.

ior

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters of

Ely's Cream Balm
Eavy and
Coiit&iii
na

guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the' breath,
burdens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It la highly recommended by all first class daotlsts. Also a face powder, a freckle' cure, and
pimple cure,.nd pile cart. All 0
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tilaL
Automatic telephone 490.

m & m ix m it mh
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EXPLORING EXPEDITION

5

and see the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in
Existences, We Supply the World.

205 South
Opprsite Santa Fe Depot.
KjaK30)0)Oe)OaOsK')s9

First Street
-

-

Albuquerque, New Mexlc
O 5
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
A. R. McMillen. attorney, left last
night for Santa Ke on legal matters.
marriage will
l
The Nil
occur on Monday evening, February
holson-Monau-

10.

Mrs. William Coullodon, wife of the
well known plasterer. Is on the Rick

A

COUGH.

You can smother a cough
with your hand hut you can't
cure it that way. Some mcdi-inc- s
only rmothi r coughs.
Scott's Emulsion c ures them.
Old coughs and
;oughs can't he cured until
he inflammation which causes
.'urn has hcn replaced hy
'icalthy tissue.
That is exactly the kind ci
horough work Scott's Emul-io- n
docs. It changes the
jnlirc nature of the t hro.it and
lungs so that there ii nothing
to cough about.
deep-roote-

K

POST

L

& CO.

WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

d

list.
Regular meeting of Central Labor
union Monday n'ght; same place, same
hour.
V. P. Kdle, of the Wool scouring
We know how It feels to be
Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
mills firm, has returned from a trip to
fooled
I'hoenix, Ariz.
and Bale
Roofing Iron,
A man passed a counterfeit
Hon. U. S. Batcman, of Eddy county,
on us yesterday
up
law,
passed
father of the Itateman
Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
We know how you feel when
They are the swellest looking shoes
the road for Santa Ke this morning.
you
buy
Isn't.
that
Steam Fittings, Brass VaVes.
John Rcub, the engineer, who was
because they are made over the newInjured the other day. Is out and
commost
last9.
the
They
are
est
the Lowest Prices
around today among his many friends.
Send
Fr:? Sum;); 5.
WE'VE GOT 100 GUARANTEED
A. O. In'galls, recently with the Hotel
fortable shoes, because they conStocks at White Hall. 111., is the new 5COTT & liCWNE. ClumisK tn Pearl St.. N. V
SUITS HERE THAT
form to the outline of the foot. They
nlRht clerk at the Alvarado. He arPacKlc
be
Mexico,
in
New
ern
railroad
berived yesterday.
FORMERLY SOLD FOR $15 AND
keep their shape till worn out,
raised, as it Interfeils materially with
Fred Huning came up from Los
In New Mexico.
FROM NOW TILL THURS$16.50
ENGINEERS'
the
business
cattle
cause the best materials and skilled
MACHINISTS'
this morning. He is much pleased
H. F. Bogh. who has bepn the efficwith the prevailing 6iiow. It will help ient
DAY
ARE
labor is employed in their construcAT
THEY
PRICED
bookkeeper for the Water Supply
to make wheat grow in the spring.
company the past few years, has retion. They are money savers beuniversity
Becker,
Louis
the
student signed his position, and hereafter this
who aid such fine work at the basket important
cause they last so much longer than
position will be filled by
game
gone
n'glit,
Inst
ball
to Capt. W. N. McGug'n. one of the
has
any other make. We have them with
his home at lielen to spend Sunday.
heavyweights of central
light, medium or heavy soles, comM. S. Otero, Jr., has r turned from a New Mexico.
Mr. Hugh and daughter,
trip to bis father's ranch In the Jemez Miss Carolyn, will leave next Thursmon sense, military or opera heels -He reports heavy snow day for Macimgle, Pa., where they will
mountains.
in the mountains but stock looking reside In the future.
all leather or cloth tops
well.
W. V. woivin, p. Ti. c. Jental SurGeorge Arnot. general manager of geon
Fe Pacific Rnllr'ad, i!.jnl
the local house of Gross, Kelly & Co., block.Santa
THE RAILROAD AVENUE
'phones.
Both
has returned to the city from a busiCLOTHIER.
o
ness trip to Las Vegap. He expects to
Everything new. neat and fresh at
go to Belen tomorrow.
the Merchants' Liiik h Room, 212 SecSALTED AND SMOKED PRODUCTS
Yesterday afternoon
Mrs. M. M. ond street.
p
Saturday, February 14, is St. ValenDuteher entertained a party of small
comprising the beet brands of hams, children In honor of her little nephew,
tine's day. The day when missives of
both love and hate are exchanged. A
bacon, fish, etc., when purchased at Ralph Duteher, the occasion being his 1
fifth birthday anniversary.
large selection of Valentines at Mat- BELL'S grocery store are always sure
Mrs. M. Grose, of Williams, Ariz.,
son's to eelect from.
to give entire satisfaction.
These who has heen the post few days In the
city visiting with Mrs. J. M. Moore, left
The White Elephant serves a lunch
goods are particularly appetizing and this morning for Indianapolis, Ind.,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Saturday night that pleases the most
particular taste.
give a delightful relish to your break- where she will visit relatives.
Chicago.
J. A. Harlan, the contractor, is up
fast these cold mornings.
Kansas City, Feb. 7. Cattle Refrom San Marcial. Mr. Harlan is now
A fine hot lunch will be served to
engaged in building the n?w depot at ceipts. 200; nominal. Good to prime night at the North Pole on Second
San Marcial. The foundation for the steers. $4.50(gl5.7.j; poor to medium, street near the postolllce. Y'ou are in$3.00
4.40; stocked and feeders, $2.30
new depot Is almost finished.
vited.
Charles Riggs, who will be remem- (fT4.no; cows, $1.40tff 4.40; heifers, $2.23
4.r0
bulls,
$2.00
canners,
$1.4"i2.f0;
No. 118 and 13 South Second 8t bered as the theatrical manager of his 4.25; calves, $:!.5nfi7.75; Texas fed You are invited to visit the Club to
wife, Rose Stillman, Is in the city, comnight. An appetizing lunch will be
ing in from the south this morning Fteers, $3.504.2f).
served to all. The Club is on Second
steady.
2.000
head;
Receipts.
Sheep
iiaxaEizoBirv
with "The Telephone Girl" company.
Good to choice wethers, $4.505.00; street just off Railroad avenue.
Prof, and Mrs. L. G. Lenker left this fair to choice mixed, $3.504.50; westmorning for Wellington, Kas., their old ern sheep, $t.25(T5.2o; native lambs,
SOLID COMFORT.
home.
After visiting there a few $4.50(0)6.40; western lambs, $4.75
a hot fire on a cold day our Cer- For
go
they
will
Oklahoma,
to
weeks
where fc.25.
Hahn,
rillos lump beats them all.
they will be joined by Professor Nich
To close out broken lines, we offer them
Kansas City.
'phones.
both
olson and his bride.
Kansas City. Feb. 7. Cattle Reat less than cost
Last night, In honor of her visitor, ceipts, 600; market unchanged. Native
Ugly Valentines at Matson's.
Miss Carrie Titus, of Kansas City, steers, $3.00 (fi) 5.4't : Texas and Indian
Mrs. G. L. Brooks gave a nice party to steers, $2.75(4:10; Texas cows, $2.10
The second session of St. Vincent
neighborhood friends, the guests as- 03.25; native cows, and heifers, $1.75 academy opens February 3. For course
sembling at the pleat ant Brooks home
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you can always have when using
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$3.505.10; Iambs.
$2.25 west of the Highland hotel, on the changed. Muttons,
A lunch that is as fine as the finest
$3.00
range
one of our fine tempered steel
wethers,
HEAVY WORKING SHOES, $1X0
$3.606.25;
side of Railroad avenue. He will
will be served at the Club on Second
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occupy the building as soon as it is 4.85; ewes, $3.004.90.
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Attorney Frank Ackerman left this
.
Sunday morning from 9 to 11 o'clock
quality, whether it be carving
morning for Chicago on matters of imSt. Louis.
the North Pole, on Second street, near
portance. His mission Includes perknives, pocket knives, shears,
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is the best.
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He will be absent from the city a
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o
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will give a 20 per cent discount X days of this city, conducted the Jour
caper
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stored with me; strictly confidential. V on the largest and most complete X nal hotol on Silver avenue near Second on the stock market today were:
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street, writes that he will return to
line of musical Instruments, in- Atchison. 87: Atchison preferred, chicken, oyster dressing and cranberry
food. Automatic 'phone 120.
eluding the best makes of pianos X New Mexico from Oklahoma In a short 100; New York Central, 150; Penn- sauce; apple dumplings with brandy
i
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue
Southern Pacific, sauce, at the Columbus hotel for Sun
in the southwest.
X time," and will locate in the Cochitl sylvania.
j
o
district at Bland.
Union day dinner.
Union Pacific, 102'6;
65Vi:
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CITY NEWS.
The Flagstaff Sun says: Thos. Hall, Pacific preferred, 94V4: United States
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
"To serve and satisfy is the lunch
Try The Citizen want columns.
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cantile paper.
"tier. 05 Railrnad avenue.
V. C. D' nes. a prominent ranchgant lunch tonight to all visitors.
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E.
Mrs.
I..
Emerson.
Gentlemen. let us tace your measman from near Dorsey, N. M., arrived
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
In the city yesterday morning, accom
Columbus hotel Sunday dinner
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Is an advancement In the science of
panied by his wife. Mr. Barnes will
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
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fail
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like success. Yours in the work,
George K. Neher, Robert Appleton,
Undertakers
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Impersonator as he Is en route to the
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a
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York,
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the "Black Cat" brand. We have Just
On diamonds, watches or any good
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Let us tigure on your plumbing. Alreceived ft full line for men, women
John M. Barnett, a prominent gentle- 12.80.
security.
Great bargains In watches
North Second 8t
Hardware company.
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and children, 25 cents a pair, at C.
of every description.
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A GIRL,
of San Antonio. N. M., arrived this you will certainly enloy, will be served
A MAN,
morning from the Jones mining dis to all visitors.
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he is associated with Dr. F. A. Jones,
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Eavirsg accepted tho position of
Managf r and Pharmacist with
S. Vann and Son, the "Postal
Pharmacy," 1 cordially invite
you to come in and see me in
my new position.
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